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WASHINGTON – Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy and U.S. President 
Joe Biden delivered a unified message on 
the status of the war in Ukraine on 
December 21 as Mr. Zelenskyy met with Mr. 
Biden at the White House and received 
more assurances that the United States will 
continue to stand by Ukraine.

Mr. Biden announced a new $1.85 billion 
security assistance package for Ukraine 
that includes a Patriot air-defense battery 
and said during a joint news conference 
after a two-hour meeting with Mr. Zelens-
kyy in the Oval Office that the United States 
shares his vision of a “free, independent, 
prosperous and secure Ukraine.”

Zelenskyy, Biden emphasize unity as U.S. 
announces Patriot missiles for Ukraine

(Continued on page 8)

by Todd Prince
RFE/RL

WASHINGTON – In a wartime address 
to a joint session of the U.S. Congress, 
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelens-
kyy urged lawmakers and all Americans 
to continue supporting his country with 
military and financial aid as it fights for 
its existence against a revanchist Russia, 

warning that anything short of victory 
would threaten the free world, including 
the United States.

During his 22-minute speech from the 
podium of the House of Representatives on 
December 21, Mr. Zelenskyy stressed that 
Ukraine can win the war against a better-
armed Russian Army, but said U.S. military 

Zelenskyy makes historic address to Congress

(Continued on page 18)

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy addressed a joint session of the U.S. 
Congress in Washington on December 21, urging lawmakers and all Americans to 

continue supporting his country with military and financial aid.

Office of the President of Ukraine

Says continued U.S. support is ‘crucial’ to Ukraine’s victory

As fighting rages in the east, Zelenskyy marks 300 days of war with visit to Bakhmut
RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service

Heavy fighting continued in Donetsk as 
Russian forces pressed their relentless 
attacks on eastern Ukraine and President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy made a daring visit 
to Bakhmut, one of the two frontline cities 
that together with Avdiyivka have been the 
focus of Moscow’s months-long offensive.

“This is our Luhansk region, this is our 
south of Ukraine, this is our Crimea,” he 
said in his evening video message. “Ukraine 
will not leave anything of its own to the 
enemy.”

Fierce fighting has been going on in 
Bakhmut for the past few months. Mr. 
Zelenskyy, who met with Ukrainian mili-
tary personnel defending the city and pre-
sented troops with awards, said he went to 
Bakhmut to thank and support the 
Ukrainian military.  The following day the 
Ukrainian president travelled to the United 
States, where he met with U.S. president 
Joe Biden, Congressional leaders of both 

major parties and addressed a joint session 
of the U.S. Congress on December 21.

On the way to the front line, Mr. Zelens-
kyy said he passed through Slovyansk, 
Kramatorsk, Druzhkivka and Kostyanty-
nivka – and cities and villages near them 
that are “now literally fighting for their 
lives.”

As Moscow’s unprovoked invasion of 
Ukraine entered its 300th day, the General 
Staff of the Ukrainian military said earlier 
on December 20 that Russian troops con-
tinued to meet stiff resistance in the 
Bakhmut and Avdiyivka directions, while 
failing to reestablish their positions in 
Lyman, another flashpoint city in Donetsk.

Meanwhile, deadly Russian bombard-
ment again hit the recently liberated 
Ukrainian city of Kherson, a regional offi-
cial said.

Almost 10 months into the war, Russia’s 
invasion has been bogged down, with During a visit to the frontline town of Bakhmut on December 20, Ukrainian President 

Volodymyr Zelenskyy (right) presented members of the Armed Forces of Ukraine 
with medals for their efforts in defending their country from Russian aggression.
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy (left) and U.S. President Joe Biden 
addressed reporters during a press conference in the East Room of the White House 

in Washington on December 21.
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CHRIST IS BORN!
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Ukraine under relentless pressure

Heavy fighting continued unabated in 
the east as Ukrainian forces repelled doz-
ens of Russian attacks over a period of 24 
hours, the General Staff of the Ukrainian 
military said on December 21, as a regional 
official said one person was killed by shell-
ing in the recently liberated city of Kherson 
in the south. The General Staff said Russian 
forces continued their bombardment of 
Bakhmut and Avdiyivka in Donetsk, where 
the fiercest battles have been fought for the 
past months, while also attacking 
Ukrainian positions and civilian settle-
ments in the Luhansk and Kharkiv regions. 
The Ukrainian military responded with 
strikes on the Russian positions that 
included aviation and artillery, the General 
staff said. “Units of missile troops and artil-
lery of the defense forces of Ukraine hit an 
ammunition warehouse, three control 
points and 10 areas of concentration of the 
occupiers’ manpower,” it said. The claims 
could not be independently verified. 
Russian troops shelled the region and city 
of Kherson dozens of times in a single day, 
killing one person and wounding six, 
regional Governor Yaroslav Yanushevych 
said on December 21 on Telegram. 
“Russian occupiers shelled the territory of 
Kherson 71 times. They fired from artillery, 
M L RS ,  m o r t a r s  a n d  t a n ks ,”  M r. 
Yanushevych said, adding that the Russian 
Army targeted the river port and residen-
tial buildings. A day earlier, Russian shell-
ing killed two people and wounded three 
others. Kherson came back under 
Ukrainian control on November 11, but 
Russian forces that had fled the city have 
kept pounding it from across the Dnipro 
River. Almost 10 months into the war, 
Russia’s invasion has been bogged down, 
with troops having been forced to make 
three major retreats. Russia has been tar-
geting power infrastructure and other 
civilian objectives in Kyiv and other parts 
of the country with swarms of kamikaze 
drones as part of an apparent strategy to 
try to freeze Ukrainians and demoralize 
the population. Oleskiy Kuleba, the gover-
nor of the wider Kyiv region surrounding 
the capital, said on December 20 that 80 
percent of the region remains without elec-

tricity. In Washington, a U.S. government 
funding bill includes $45 billion in emer-
gency assistance to Ukraine and North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies. 
The money is to be used for military train-
ing, equipment, logistics and intelligence 
support, as well as for replenishing U.S. 
equipment sent to Ukraine. Lawmakers are 
racing to pass the measure before midnight 
on December 23. Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy addressed a joint 
session of the U.S. Congress in person in 
Washington on December 21. The World 
Bank said on December 20 that it had 
approved a financing package totaling 
$610 million to address urgent relief and 
recovery needs in Ukraine. (RFE/RL’s 
Ukrainian Service, with reporting by AP, 
Reuters, dpa and AP)

Lukashenka, Putin pledge military cooperation

Alyaksandr Lukashenka and Russian 
President Vladimir Putin have agreed dur-
ing talks in Minsk that their countries will 
continue holding joint military exercises 
and will maintain military cooperation in 
other areas. The agreements came on 
Putin’s first trip in more than three years to 
see the Belarusian strongman amid specu-
lation that he may try to pressure Belarus 
to join the fight against Ukraine. Russia and 
Belarus agreed on reinforcing cooperation 
“in all areas,” Putin said during a joint news 
conference after meeting with Mr. 
Lukashenka for about two and a half hours. 
This includes “shared measures for the 
security of the two countries,” continued 
joint training and “mutual weapons deliv-
ery,” Putin said. Russia will continue train-
ing Belarusian crews to fly planes that can 
carry nuclear warheads, Putin added. He 
also confirmed plans for the flight of a 
Belarusian cosmonaut in 2023. Mr. 
Lukashenka said the talks emphasized eco-
nomic issues. “Today we can state unequiv-
ocally: Together we were able not only to 
endure, but also to find opportunities for 
the development of our economies,” he 
said. But the Belarusian leader also men-
tioned military cooperation, saying Belarus 
has put the S-400 surface-to-air missile 
system and Iskander mobile guided missile 

(Continued on page 22)

 NEWS ANALYSIS

by Pavel K. Baev
Eurasia Daily Monitor

Bold and unpredictable maneuvers are 
supposed to be the trademark political 
style of Russian President Vladimir Putin; 
last week, however, he surprised observers 
of various persuasions not with a proactive 
move but with an unusual act of avoidance. 
Putin’s annual marathon end-of-the-year 
press conference was canceled, as was the 
traditional “direct line” with carefully 
trained audiences, and his constitutionally 
prescribed annual address to the Federal 
Assembly has been postponed indefinitely 
(RTVi.com, December 15). Speculation 
about Putin’s allegedly deteriorating health 
has been rather subdued as the Russian 
president has been visibly active in multi-
ple meetings with various loyal subjects, 
sometimes even face-to-face, and he has 
recently traveled to Kyrgyzstan. More con-
vincing appears to be the subversive prop-
osition discussed by many watchers-in-
exile that Putin does not want to hear even 
slightly uncomfortable questions and can-
not find a positive or reassuring theme for 
his typically pompous address (Svoboda, 
December 15).

Seeking to disprove doubts in his perfor-
mance, Putin held a long (but virtual) meet-
ing of the Council for Strategic Develop-
ments and National Projects, going into 
much detail on the economic situation and 

scolding Europe for its sanctions regime 
(Kommersant, December 15). This demon-
stration of greater attention to social issues 
cannot hide the sustained lack of interest 
on economic policy, however, which is 
largely delegated to technocrats in the 
Russian government who may have reser-
vations with the war but are working dili-
gently to minimize its consequences 
(Novayagazeta.eu, December 16). Putin 
much prefers to deal with wider foreign 
policy matters, but recently his every 
attempt to advance a meaningful initiative 
has either fallen flat or backfired, which 
may partly explain his reluctance to report 
on “successes” (The Moscow Times, 
December 15).

Energy exports are Putin’s instrument of 
choice in his foreign policymaking, and he 
has promised a firm response to the 
European Union’s and the Group of Seven’s 
(G-7) enforcement of a price cap on 
Russian oil exported by sea (RBC, Decem-
ber 12). Nevertheless, this response has yet 
to be formulated, meaning that India, and 
others, can demand deep discounts on new 
purchases from the Russian Baltic termi-
nals. Meanwhile, the price for the Urals 
crude blend has slipped to between $50 
and $55 per barrel, below the price cap and 
some $30 lower than the current level of 
Brent crude (Kommersant, December 14). 

by Vladimir Socor
Eurasia Daily Monitor

The Ukrainian Presidential Office envis-
ages a system of international security guar-
antees vis-a-vis Russia that would answer 
Kyiv’s post-war requirements. The guaran-
tees would be provided by willing North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) mem-
ber countries, albeit, at the moment, short 
of NATO membership, this would potential-
ly clear Ukraine’s path to membership in 
due course. The proposal is embodied in 
“The Kyiv Security Compact: International 
Security Guarantees for Ukraine” (Presi-
dent.gov.ua, accessed December 14), the 
product of a working group co-chaired by 
NATO’s former Secretary General Anders 
Fogh Rasmussen and Ukrainian Presidential 
Office chief, Andriy Yermak, with inputs 
from a number of leading Western experts. 
The proposal basically replaces an earlier, 
ill-fated local product.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelens-
kyy’s office is engaged in up-hill efforts to 
raise awareness and stimulate discussion of 
the Kyiv Security Compact among Ukraine’s 
NATO partners. This is a conceptual docu-
ment substantiated by multiple, actionable 
recommendations. It is not a mere consola-
tion prize for Ukraine in lieu of NATO mem-
bership. It would, in fact, support Ukraine in 
forms both within and considerably beyond 
NATO’s remit (see below). It is offered for 
inter-governmental relationships among 
interested NATO members.

Its underlying premise is one established 
in recent NATO documents – namely, that 
stability in the transatlantic area depends 
on Ukraine’s security vis-a-vis Russia (see 
Eurasia Daily Monitor, July 6, 7, 8, 11, 13). In 
more specific terms than this, however, the 
security of NATO’s eastern front vitally 
depends on Ukraine’s security. Beyond 

NATO or Europe, it is Russia’s future – 
whether as an expansionist great power or 
a state permanently confined to its 1991 
borders – that hinges on whether Ukraine 
remains whole and free under Western 
security guarantees or a devastated rump 
state under permanent Russian threat.

The Kyiv Security Compact removes 
Russia explicitly from security arrange-
ments involving Ukraine and implicitly from 
European security arrangements in general. 
Therein lies primarily its transformative 
value. Beyond its practical recommenda-
tions of military and economic nature, the 
Kyiv Security Compact, in effect, denies 
Russia the political status of a European 
power and a place in the contemporary 
equivalent of a European Concert. While 
Russia has long disqualified itself from such 
a role, this fact could be difficult for certain 
Western leaders or elements within 
Western governments to accept without 
qualms. The Kyiv Security Compact offers a 
pioneering concept in that sense, justified in 
its claim that it “can lay the foundations for 
a new security order in Europe.”

Historically, the European Concert was 
called on to settle conflicts and establish 
security arrangements through mutual 
accommodation of interests. From the 
1990s onward, the contention that 
“European security is unattainable without 
Russia, let alone against Russia,” implied 
bringing Russia into a new Concert of 
Europe with a seat and potential veto. 
While this did not materialize in any official 
or systematic way (with the salient excep-
tion of the 1997 NATO-Russia Founding 
Act, a lasting Russian success), Western 
powers long believed in conflict resolution 
and security arrangements concerted with 
Russia in Europe’s East. The Kremlin, how-

Putin’s wartime leadership wavers and wanes

Ukraine security concept: A transformative 
proposal for European security
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Art project Contour visits 10 war-torn cities, helping Ukrainians process war’s emotional toll
by Roman Tymotsko

KHARKIV, Ukraine – A group of artists 
and musicians wanted to help the people of 
their war-ravaged country process the 
effects of Russia’s full-scale war. That group 
started project Contour, and it has quickly 
become one of the largest performance art 
and music project since Russia launched its 
full-scale war on Ukraine 10 months ago. 

Stas Koroliov, who leads his own epony-
mous band, and Yevheniia Vidishcheva, the 
Contour producer who also recites spoken-
word pieces, and the band Warniakannia 
toured 10 cities in Ukraine, many of which 
have been among the cities hardest hit by 
Russian missiles and drones.

Their concert in Kherson became one of 
the first public cultural events since the city 
was liberated by the Armed Forces of 
Ukraine. Together, the artists and audience 
addressed their anxiety, rage, pain and 
fears. In doing so, they turned their feelings 
of hatred into a productive force of energy 
to help rebuild their country.

“When the public comes to our perfor-
mances, it is a compelling energy exchange. 
It is incredibly energizing when they 
become one big ear and absorb every word. 
I feel uplifted and more alive than ever,” 
said Anton Slepakov, a spoken word per-
former with the band Warniakannia.

Mr. Slepakov, who has performed 
onstage for 31 years, said the tour was the 
most important part of his musical career. 
Shows have been performed in Odesa, 
Mykolaiv, Kherson, Kryvyi Rih, Zaporizhia, 
Kamiansk, Kharkiv, Sumy, Chernihiv and 
Irpin.

“First of all, the essential part of the tour 
is that it is happening during the full-scale 
invasion. We come to those cities that are 
either under constant shelling or de-occu-
pied. It is powerful when you see these bro-
ken houses and the plywood on the win-
dows. You can’t compare it with the con-
certs you gave in the time of a quiet, peace-
ful life. That’s why this trip is special for 
me,” Mr. Slepakov said after Contour’s con-
cert in Kharkiv.

Each concert was free and held in a 
secure, typically underground, location that 
was only revealed on the day of the event.

Ms. Vidishcheva said the essential part of 
the project is that a community is created 
during the tour, both among the audience 
in 10 cities and also within the Contour 
team.

“War and blackouts stop being the main 
character of our story when the community 

emerges – it becomes the most important 
character. I see people smiling in the dark 
and I see how they hug to the songs from 
the stage. Before Contour, I thought that art 
could change the world. But now I believe 
that art is an instrument, a mediator. 
Community, connections between people 
and love can change the world,” Ms. 
Vidishcheva said after the Contour concert 
in Irpin, just outside of Kyiv.

During the last day of the tour, the entire 
team did not have a mobile connection.

“But it  wasn’t a problem,” Ms. 
Vidishcheva said. “Our team became very 
united during the last weeks; we are so well 
connected with each other that we face 
these kinds of issues as a part of our perfor-
mance. Behind the scenes of concerts, there 
is another theater, another dynamic for our 
team.”

After each concert, Ms. Vidishcheva talk 
with people who took part in the show. She 
asks them for their opinion on the perfor-
mance. And she hugs them.

Ms. Vidishcheva said the most common 
response from the audience was, “I spent 
the entire concert crying, and I began feel-
ing much better.”

“We live in these horrible times of war 
when you think there’s no time for crying. 
We fear that one can collapse into a depres-
sion if you stop and let yourself release 
your emotions. Most Ukrainians want to 
stay strong and continue fighting without 
breaks. I imagine it as a tight muscle that 
hasn’t relaxed for 10 months. But this mus-

cle needs to rest a little at some point 
because it is impossible to function like this 
forever,” Ms. Vidishcheva said.

“Tears are cleansing, and our project 
gives people this opportunity,” she said.

After visiting a concert, people often told 
organizers that they no longer felt so alone.

“We all support each other all the time. 
But very often we cannot say that we feel 
terrible because we are afraid that this feel-
ing will be transmitted to other people. We 
often keep despair, pain and sadness inside 
us. And here we create a space where it can 
be shared among people who also feel it. 
And it’s normal to feel it,” Ms. Vidishcheva 
said.

“Contour is an opportunity to reflect on 
what is happening and understand the 
nature of these events. I liked when the pre-
senter at the beginning invited everyone to 
come closer to the stage and each other and 
to unite and exchange warmth and energy. 
Contour is about love,” Sofia Rybytska, a 
designer from Lviv who came to the 
Contour show in Irpin, said.

“I think this is a precious project. 
Contour is about sensitivity, allowing your-
self to feel, reflect, be angry and understand 
that anger. There is a tendency toward the 
cult of emotionlessness and hatred of 
Russia. And against this background, one 
must always remember the human part. 
And Contour is the project that brings you 
back from hatred to a sensitive world 
through reflections, music, poems, through 
observation of how culture shapes us as 

individuals,” Ms. Rybytska said.
“That’s why I think it’s a super important 

thing to get yourself back into that dreamy 
state where you’re not afraid to dream, but 
you also understand the war happening to 
us. I am waiting for the videos to be public-
ly available so that Contour can reach many 
more people. This concert is needed both in 
the de-occupied territory and in the safer 
regions – even in Lviv or other cities,” Ms. 
Rybytska said after the show in Irpin.

Contour concerts consist of talks by local 
activists, including Ms. Vidishcheva, and 
musical performances by the Stas Koroliov 
band and Warniakannia.

Mr. Slepakov and Andriy Sokolov created 
Warniakannia in March. Mr. Sokolov devel-
oped electronic music to accompany Mr. 
Slepakov’s poetry, in which he tries to 
reflect on the early days of the war. They 
were among the first Ukrainian artists who 
released new music after the full-scale 
Russian invasion.

“Like everyone else, I was shocked and 
horrified. I could neither eat nor sleep. But 
the poems started coming. Warniakannia 
emerged thanks to my colleague, Andriy 
Sokolov. He said, ‘Anton, we can’t miss it. 
We have to record it. What you say is very 
important.’ He wrote the music for the first 
two poems. We posted the tracks online, 
and there were incredible likes and grateful 
words. I realized that it has a certain thera-
peutic effect. Andriy managed to find the 
kind of music that moved me. I felt this was 
exactly what was needed,” Mr. Slepakov 
said.

“Then poems began to come in an 
incredible number because these are real 
emotions. It’s a real horror when you see 
what these non-humans produce on our 
blessed land. They [members of the 
Russian military] came to kill, rape and tor-
ture. These poems and music are a defense, 
too, just to keep from going crazy. If you 
constantly look at these tortures and dead 
bodies, then anyone’s psyche will not be 
able to withstand it,” he said.

“We started to create this project, and 
our friends invited us to speak in front of 
their team at the volunteer base in Kyiv. We 
were so excited by this idea that we fin-
ished the program, making it a complete 
show. We played in their basement, and 
many displaced people from Mariupol, 
Kharkiv and other cities lived there at the 
time. Many volunteers were on trips on 
various volunteer tasks, so our first listen-

Stas Koroliov (center, at the microphone) leads the band Warniakannia project and is 
a part of the Contour project.

Members of Warniakannia project, Anton Slepakov (right) and Andriy Sokolov, per-
formed with the Contour project in Kharkiv.

Roman Tymotkso

Yevheniia Vidishcheva, the Contour producer, performed a spoken-word poem dur-
ing the group’s show in Kharkiv, Ukraine.

(Continued on page 15)
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New York Times White House correspondent discusses what every U.S. president gets wrong about Vladimir Putin
by Vazha Tavberidze

RFE/RL

A bestselling author who is now covering 
his fifth administration as the White House 
correspondent for The New York Times, 
Peter Baker was a reporter in Moscow in the 
early days of the presidency of Vladimir 
Putin, who came to power in 2000. In an 
interview with RFE/RL, Mr. Baker discussed 
the response of the Biden administration to 
the war in Ukraine – and the many miscal-
culations U.S. presidents have made about 
Putin.

RFE/RL: Do you think that the long-
term U.S. support for Ukraine is guaran-
teed? And if it’s not, what does it depend 
on?

Mr. Baker: It’s a good question. That’s a 
real question in Washington right now. For 
the most part, there’s a bipartisan consen-
sus that the United States will stick with 
Ukraine for the foreseeable future. But that 
doesn’t mean that there aren’t signs of con-
cern for Ukraine supporters. I mean, among 
other things, obviously, the new Republican 
majority in the House [of Representatives] 
has said that it will apply a more skeptical 
eye to future Ukraine aid. [Republican] Kevin 
McCarthy, who may or may not become the 
speaker [of the House of Representatives], 
depending if he gets the votes, has said no 
blank check going forward.

But even having said that, there’s still, I 
think, a broad bipartisan consensus that 
Ukraine is important for the United States, 
that we’re there for the long term – [even 
though] it may not be at the same levels 
that it has been through 2022. There may 
be more of a fight about it going forward. 
But Mitch McConnell, the Republican lead-
er in the Senate, has been very staunch in 
support of Ukraine, in support of the war 
against Russian invaders. And I think that 
there’s a Putin caucus within the Republi-
can Party right now, where it’s oddly more 
pro-Russian than pro-Ukraine, which is 
surprising. But it’s relatively small. So far.

Now, if former [U.S.] President [Donald] 
Trump were to regain the White House, 
then we have no idea. That’s a whole differ-
ent kettle of fish, because his friendship or 
his affinity for Putin is so unusual and 
unexplained … that we don’t know where it 
would take us. But, for the moment anyway, 
I would say [in] the next two years, you can 
certainly imagine that the United States is 
going to stick pretty closely with Ukraine.

RFE/RL: […] I’d like to ask you about 
U.S. President Joe Biden’s handling of the 
war in Ukraine.

Mr. Baker: I’m sure there’s plenty to 
criticize, but so far, he has been pretty 
strong in his support for Ukraine. He’s kept 
the international alliance largely on the 
same page. He’s kept domestic consensus 
here in the United States largely on the 
same page. He doesn’t do everything 
Ukraine wants him to do. He has drawn 
lines. He is trying to find a balance, as he 
sees it, between being robust in support of 
Ukraine and helping Ukraine expel invad-
ers without allowing the war to expand or 
escalate beyond Ukraine’s borders horizon-
tally, or into weapons of mass destruction 
vertically, into some sort of a nuclear 
exchange. And it’s a delicate balance that 
he’s trying to find there.

So, it is frustrating at times for Ukrainians 
because they would like to have some 
weapons that he has refused to give them. 
They would like the pace of weapons at 

times to be a little bit more expeditious. But 
broadly speaking, I think President Biden 
has made it clear that a defeat for Russia in 
Ukraine is a top priority and he is trying 
very hard not to allow Russia to drive a 
wedge between Washington and key 
European capitals, especially London, 
Berlin, France, Paris and Warsaw and so 
forth.

RFE/RL: If I were to ask you for one 
thing that Mr. Biden deserves to be praised 
for the most, and similarly, one thing that 
he deserves to be criticized for the most, 
what would those be?

Mr. Baker: It’s less about what I think, 
but what people who are experts think and 
what I’d say is, a lot of people who are 
smart about this would say that the reveal-
ing of intelligence in advance of the war, in 
advance of the invasion, was an unusual 
and effective strategy that we hadn’t seen 
before. To call Putin on what he was trying 
to do before he did [it] allowed everybody 
to understand what was about to happen. 
And secondly, [it] prevented Putin from cre-
ating a [justification] for this war that 
would be plausible. There was no, in the 
end, false flag operation that [the Kremlin] 
could set up that would give people [an 
explanation]: Well, they like to go in for this 
reason or [for] that reason.

So, I think that [the] revealing of the 
intelligence, in a way, surprised the 
Russians and kept them from creating this 
false narrative that they were the aggrieved 
party in some way. Now, they’ll always say 
that anyway. But I don’t think that there’s 
very many people outside of Russia who 
believe that they are the aggrieved party. 

And I think that’s partly because the 
Americans called them on it in advance of 
the invasion. …

The part where [Mr. Biden] would get 
the most criticism here in Washington, at 
least, is not being as assertive as he could 
be in providing weaponry, both in terms of 
the scope, scale and pace of it. There are a 
lot of people in Washington who would say: 
Well, I support what he’s doing. But I wish 
he would do more. … There is also a coun-
tervailing force in the Republican Party 
that’s saying he’s doing too much. That 
we’re spending money overseas when we 
should spend it at home. Why do we care 
about the Ukrainians? Russia has a point, 
blah blah blah. But, broadly speaking, the 
most salient criticism of Mr. Biden’s han-
dling of Ukraine at home would be that he 
could have done more, faster, better.

RFE/RL: I’d like to ask you about the 
recent swap deal with Russia: Brittney 
Griner for Viktor Bout. How is exchanging a 
women’s basketball star for a “merchant of 
death” a fair deal?

Mr. Baker: It’s clearly a lopsided 
exchange. A basketball player, who at best 
had a minor drug offense, [and] the most 
notorious arms dealer of our generation 
are not equivalent. They are not even close. 

… [The] Russians have for years made [Mr. 
Bout] a martyr of Western American impe-
rialism and overreach, and so he’s been a 
symbol for them for a long time. I think the 
calculation on the part of the administra-
tion was: Yeah, this is a lopsided deal. We’re 
not very happy with it. But [Mr. Bout] has 
served [time in prison], in [a few] years he 
will be released anyway, under the current 
sentence by 2029. He’s older, he’s less con-
nected, he’s not likely to become the threat 
that he was back in his youth. And there-
fore, it’s probably a relatively manageable 

cost. In other words, that’s their calcu-
lation.

I’m not saying it’s right. I’m just 
saying that’s what they were telling 
themselves, at least, and that there 
was a value to getting Brittney Griner 
back because she was a hostage and 
being used by Putin for illegitimate 
purposes and we’re supposed to bring 
Americans home. A lot of people think 
that was an unwise swap, that one for 
the other was not equivalent and … 
will only encourage bad actors around 

the world to seize Americans in order to 
achieve the goals that they want to achieve, 
[or if] they want to get someone out of an 
American prison.

RFE/RL: What does America win out of 
this?

Mr. Baker: Well, I think the win for 
President Biden is that he got [Griner] 
home. Brittney Griner is very famous here, 
not in the political sense that Viktor Bout is 
famous [in Russia]. And there was a lot of 
attention paid to it. There was a lot of pres-
sure on [Mr. Biden] to get her out. So, right-
ly or wrongly, she has a higher profile than 
other Americans who are being held over-
seas, including Paul Whelan [Whelan is a 
former U.S. marine who was convicted of 
espionage charges in Russia and is serving 
a 16-year sentence]. And that, of course, 
brings higher visibility to her case and 
higher pressure on a president to deliver.

RFE/RL: You’ve covered five presidents 
as chief White House correspondent for 
The New York Times. So, let me ask you 
this: Whose Russia policy was the most 
sound?

Mr. Baker: It’s interesting that you ask 
that as we’ve been thinking about that a lot. 
My wife [New Yorker staff writer Susan 

Glasser] and I were both correspondents in 
Moscow and have spent otherwise our 
careers in Washington. And I think each of 
the presidents, in some ways or another, 
miscalculated when it came to Putin, mis-
understood him, tried understandably to 
find common ground with him only to dis-
cover each time that that’s not possible, 
that he’s not going to be the partner that 
they would like him to be.

[U.S.] President [Bill] Clinton, of course, 
had a better relationship with [Russian 
President] Boris Yeltsin in the 1990s. There 
are people who will argue that NATO 
[North Atlantic Treaty Organization] 
expansion of the 1990s and the Balkans 
war against [Serbian leader] Slobodan 
Milosevic, pushed Russia away.

I think that’s less the case than the fail-
ure of the democratic economic reforms of 
the 1990s. That was the bigger factor in 
pushing Russia away from the United 
States and emboldening a Putin to come 
along and declare his desire to be the world 
power that Russia had once been – and not 
to be necessarily a partner of the United 
States.

So [U.S. President George W.] Bush, of 
course, wanted to make Putin a partner, 
saw his soul, came to regret that. By the 
time he left office, [Mr.] Bush was very clear-
eyed about who Putin was. In one of my 
books, we have some private conversations 
he had with other foreign leaders, where he 
just expresses great frustration with Putin 
and how he was a tsar, as he put it.

[U.S. President Barack] Obama came in 
right after the [2008] Georgia war, and rath-
er than take action or continue action to 
respond to that, he wanted to have a reset. 
It’s understandable, of course. Every presi-
dent wants to have a better relationship 
with Russia, and for a while it actually kind 
of did produce some decent results for [Mr.] 
Obama, but of course, inevitably, alienated 
Putin all over again with the Libya war. … 
And I think that the goal [of] working 
around Putin, which was [Mr.] Obama’s 
thought, [that] he could work with [former 
Russian President Dmitry] Medvedev. It 
may have been a reasonable [idea] at the 
time, but it was ultimately a failed effort.

[Mr.] Trump, of course, is the outlier in 
the sense that he openly embraced Putin, 
he openly said Putin was to be admired. In 
fact, we have in our latest book, the scene 
after the Helsinki summit when he takes 
Putin’s side over the American intelligence 
agencies. Back here in Washington, Dan 
Coats, who was the director of national 
intelligence, a Trump appointee, a former 
Republican senator, told people: Gosh, that 
means maybe in fact, the Russians really do 
have compromising material on Trump. 
How else can you explain Trump’s affinity 
and affection for Putin? Because otherwise, 
it seems so imponderable.

And then [Mr.] Biden comes in. And I 
think a lot of people think he did some of 
the same things, again, in meeting with 
Putin in Geneva, thinking he could keep 
Russia in a box, in a foreign policy way, if he 
simply paid a little bit of attention to 
[Russia] while focusing most of his energy 
on China. Putin obviously was not going to 
go along with that. And so, we end up 
where we are.

RFE/RL: Putin has been in power for 
over 20 years now. What do you think is the 
biggest strategic error that the United 
States has made during this time with Putin 
and with Russia in general?

 INTERVIEW

(Continued on page 11)

Peter Baker, a bestselling author who is 
now covering his fifth administration as 
the White House correspondent for The 
New York Times and who was a reporter 
in Moscow in the early days of the presi-
dency of Vladimir Putin, was pictured at 
the Lyndon Baines Johnson Presidential 
Library in Austin, Texas, in December 

2017.

Jay Godwin, LBJ Library

“I think each American 
president, in his own 
way, over the last 22 
years, hoped that they 
could manage Putin, 
and…they can’t, they 
have not been able to.”
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Mr. Zelenskyy goes to Washington. So, what did he get from it?
by Mike Eckel and Todd Prince

RFE/RL

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelens-
kyy got a ride in a U.S. government jet, a red-
carpet welcome at the White House and 
more than a dozen standing ovations from 
members of Congress – plus nearly $2 bil-
lion in new weapons – including a Patriot 
air-defense system, which Ukraine’s govern-
ment hopes to use in defending its battered 
power grid from Russian missile barrages.

But did the Ukrainian president get what 
he really wanted?

That Mr. Zelenskyy’s reception in 
Washington was near-rapturous was clear, 
even before he addressed a joint session of 
Congress. President Joe Biden’s administra-
tion pulled out all the stops to welcome the 
Ukrainian leader, including authorizing a 
U.S. Air Force jet – a government plane typi-
cally used for cabinet secretaries and other 
dignitaries – to fly him from Poland to 
Washington, D.C.

For some observers, the imagery evoked 
parallels to a visit 81 years ago this week, 
when British Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill made a wartime visit to the U.S. 
capital and received a “roaring reception” 
from Congress and President Franklin 
Roosevelt.

With Russia’s invasion of Ukraine enter-
ing its 11th month, grinding into a winter of 
attrition with no end in sight and with U.S. 
resolve flagging, the question now is 
whether Mr. Zelenskyy got what he was 
seeking: a long-term U.S. commitment of 
aid and weaponry for a distant war in spite 
of persistent U.S. skepticism.

“[Mr.] Zelenskyy is trying to solidify rela-
tions with his major supporter for what he 
now recognizes is going to be a long war,” 
said Mark Cancian, a military analyst at the 
Center for Strategic and International 

Studies in Washington. “This isn’t about 
getting through the next month or two; this 
is about the next year,” he said. “He wants to 
lock down the relations.”

It was unclear whether Mr. Biden agrees 
with Mr. Zelenskyy on Kyiv’s demand to 
push Russian forces out of all Ukrainian ter-
ritory, including Crimea, says Orysia 
Lutsevych, director of the Ukraine Forum at 
Chatham House, a London-based research 
organization.

Whether Mr. Biden comes around to that 
position depends “on how skillfully” the 
Ukrainian armed forces use the limited mil-
itary capabilities they have. “[Mr.] 
Zelenskyy tries to persuade the U.S. leader-
ship that Ukraine can win this war,” Ms. 
Lutsevych said. “We will see what kind of 
offensive assistance will be provided as 
part of new $45 billion package when it is 
approved.”

“All in all, Kyiv was given a magnificent 
possibility to make its case,” she said.

U.S. support for Ukraine indeed is wan-
ing, though solid majorities continue to 
back supplying Kyiv with weaponry, accept-
ing Ukrainian refugees and imposing eco-
nomic sanctions on Russia. Fewer 
Americans support an open-ended com-
mitment compared with just four months 
earlier, however, and a growing number 
want the United States to do more to pres-
sure Kyiv to enter peace talks.

Ukraine was not central to last month’s 
U.S. congressional elections, not by a long 
shot. Still, Republicans will control the 
House of Representatives come January, 
and a small number of lawmakers have 
pledged a harsh scrutiny for aid being sent 
to Ukraine.

Overall, however, the effort continues to 
draw large majorities, Republicans and 
Democrats, House and Senate.

That explains the message of pragma-

tism that Mr. Zelenskyy tried to convey in 
his 22-minute speech from the podium in 
the House chamber. “Your money is not 
charity,” he told lawmakers, speaking in 
English. “It’s an investment in the global 
security and democracy that we handle in 
the most responsible way.”

In terms of tangible results, Mr. 
Zelenskyy ended up with $2 billion of new 
weaponry and equipment, including the 
Patriot missile system. But he came up 
empty-handed for other requests for now: 
F-16 fighter jets, M1 Abrams tanks or lon-
ger-range ATACMS missiles – a reflection of 
the Biden White House’s wariness of fur-
ther escalation.

On the other hand, Mr. Zelenskyy also 
dodged any public push from Mr. Biden or 
other elected officials for concessions on 
peace talks, something that some Ukrainian 
commanders, emboldened by battlefield 
successes, are loath to consider while 
Russia occupies 20 percent of its territory.

Still, he tried to signal to Congress that 
his administration was not outright 
opposed to peace. “We need peace, yes,” he 
said in his speech. “Ukraine has already 
offered proposals, which I just discussed 
with President Biden, our peace formula, 
10 points which should and must be imple-
mented for our joint security, guaranteed 
for decades ahead, and the summit which 
can be held.”

Secret trips, East and West

The day before embarking on the secret 
journey to Washington – his first outside of 
Ukraine since the invasion in February – 
Mr. Zelenskyy made another, equally secre-
tive trip: to Bakhmut, the frontline Donbas 
city that is currently the site of the fiercest 
fighting in Ukraine.

There, he gave a pep talk to officers and 
troops facing relentless assaults, mainly by 

soldiers from the notorious Russian merce-
nary company, the Wagner Group.

He also received a Ukrainian flag cov-
ered in black-ink messages scrawled by sol-
diers, a flag he later presented to congres-
sional leaders in an unmistakable symbolic 
punch.

“They asked me to bring this flag to you, 
to the U.S. Congress, to members of the 
House of Representatives and senators 
whose decisions can save millions of peo-
ple,” Mr. Zelenskyy said in his final words to 
lawmakers. “So let these decisions be taken. 
Let this flag stay with you. Ladies and gen-
tlemen, this flag is a symbol of our victory 
in this war.”

Mr. Zelenskyy’s visit was “more like an 
investment that is going to bring results in 
future,” said Mykola Byelyeskov, a research 
fellow at the National Institute for Strategic 
Studies, a government-backed think tank in 
Kyiv. “When you make investments, you 
don’t expect deliveries on the same day,” he 
said. “Treat [Mr.] Zelenskyy’s visit the same 
way. It’s a kind of boost whose effects we 
are going to see somewhere in future.”

“The most important thing is that, here 
in D.C., is the president of a country which, 
precisely one year ago, was written off in 
terms of an army-versus-army contest,” he 
said. “But in the end, it managed to continu-
ously defy expectations.”

“The big issue [for Mr. Zelenskyy’s trip] 
is that President Biden should understand 
in his mindset that Ukraine is capable of 
winning this war and that Ukraine losing 
[would] mean much higher risks for the U.S. 
than for Russia losing,” said Darya Kalenyuk, 
a Kyiv-based anti-corruption activist who 
regularly meets with U.S. officials.

John Herbst, a former U.S. ambassador 
to Ukraine and a longtime supporter of 

(Continued on page 8)
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy made a surprise one-day voyage to 
Washington, D.C., on December 22. It was a whirlwind trip that included meetings 
with U.S. President Joe Biden in the White House, as well as members of the National 
Security Council and the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives.

It culminated with a rousing and emotional speech before a joint session of 
Congress that lasted 22 minutes and featured more than a dozen standing ovations 
that, save for a few members of Congress, saw nearly every member of the chamber 
rise repeatedly to applaud and salute Ukraine’s heroic leader. But, more importantly, 
the Ukrainian president returned home with a new Patriot missile defense system 
that is part of a $2 billion package of new weapons for Ukraine.

The following day, Russian President Vladimir Putin dismissed the Patriot system 
as “old,” though he previously noted that putting Patriot systems anywhere near 
Eastern Europe would dramatically raise the Kremlin’s ire. Meanwhile, the Russian 
Foreign Affairs Ministry said the delivery of the advanced surface-to-air missile sys-
tem would be considered a provocative step and a legitimate target for the Kremlin.

During his address to Congress, which was broadcast throughout the United 
States and was likely viewed by many Americans, Mr. Zelenskyy said in English that 
it would be a “speech to Americans.” He told them and Congress that, “This battle 
cannot be ignored, hoping that the ocean or something else will provide protection.”

Mr. Zelenskyy, dressed in his signature, military-style olive-green sweatshirt and 
pants, said Ukraine’s defense “is not only for life, freedom and the security of 
Ukrainians. It will define whether [there] will be democracy for Ukrainians and for 
Americans.” The war “cannot be frozen or postponed; it cannot be ignored, hoping 
that the ocean or something else will provide protection,” he said.

The Ukrainian president, who has shown he is adept at the use of symbolism and 
has a strong grasp of historical context, cited both the Battle of the Bulge, which took 
place during the Christmas season of 1944, and the Battle of Saratoga, which 
marked a turning point in the U.S. Revolutionary war that also helped convince 
France to provide aid to the American cause. He predicted that the following year 
will be a “turning point” in the war, “when Ukrainian courage and American resolve 
must guarantee the future of our common freedom – the freedom of people who 
stand for their values.”

Mr. Zelenskyy knows there is a small, but growing sentiment in some corners of 
the U.S. to decrease financial and military support for his country. Ukraine has used 
that aid to miraculous effect in repeatedly humiliating Putin and his military. In fact, 
Texas Rep. Michael McCaul, speaking on CNN after Mr. Zelenskyy’s speech, made 
perhaps the strongest argument for continued, if not increased, funding for Ukraine. 
“With this investment, I know it sounds like a lot of money – we [the United States] 
destroyed the Russian military without one American soldier being killed,” he said. 
We wholeheartedly agree and we urge Ukrainian Americans to repeat Mr. McCaul’s 
point whenever they hear Americans question funding for Ukraine. To repeat, that 
funding has allowed the United States to defeat Putin’s military without a single 
American soldier being killed.

In concluding his speech, Mr. Zelenskyy was rightly greeted with thunderous 
applause. He reached beneath the podium and removed a Ukrainian flag that was 
signed by troops fighting on the eastern front in Bakhmut. Mr. Zelenskyy personally 
took that flag from the front line in Bakhmut to Congress. He turned to House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Vice President Kamala Harris and unfurled the flag. Ms. 
Pelosi, in turn, gave Mr. Zelenskyy the American flag that had flown over the U.S. 
Capitol that day. Beaming and clearly pleased with his reception, he proudly carried 
that American flag as he left the House chamber to return to Ukraine, where the fight 
for democracy, freedom and Ukrainian independence rages on.

The Ukrainian Weekly

Twenty-three years ago, on December 31, 1999, Boris Yeltsin 
resigned as president of the Russian Federation, and Prime 
Minister Vladimir Putin was selected as his successor. The change 
in leadership was a harbinger, according to Radio Free-Europe/
Radio Liberty’s Paul Goble, to a fundamental shift in the bilateral 
relations between Russia and the West. The move to install Putin, 

Mr. Goble explained, appeared “likely to fundamentally alter the relationship between 
Moscow and the West – at a minimum putting cooperation between the two on hold for a 
certain period of time and more likely reducing the level of cooperation over the long haul.”

Mr. Goble pointed to three reasons for this conclusion.
First, that the West’s relationship with Russia and the Soviet Union was centered 

around the leader in Moscow, forcing a renewal of the relationship whenever there was a 
new leader in Moscow. Putin’s past as a security officer in the KGB, as well as his actions in 
Chechnya, among other factors, did not dissuade Western politicians and analysts of see-
ing Putin as an openly authoritarian figure opposed to many Western goals.

Secondly, Mr. Yeltsin was rarely criticized by the West for his undemocratic actions in 
Russia, including military action in Chechnya, Moscow’s increasing ties with Iran and Iraq, 
as well as other anti-Western countries, and its open discrimination against people from 
the Caucasus. Mr. Goble noted the divided reactions from the West on the new leader in 
Moscow, with some advocating caution, while others saw an opportunity to send a stron-
ger message to Moscow.

Third, Mr. Yeltsin was expected to be the first Russian president who served out his 
term and would be replaced through a democratic election. The fact that this did not tran-
spire was expected to tarnish Putin’s place in history and Moscow’s standing in the West. 
Mr. Yeltsin resigned rather than serve out his term of office, and the decision raised ques-
tions about his successor and Russia’s standing as a country moving toward democracy.

Dec.
31
1999

Turning the pages back...

by Askold S. Lozynskyj

The Bashkirs are an ancient people of 
Eurasia, formed in the Southern Urals as an 
independent ethnos in the first half of the 
first millennium. The first written mention 
of individual tribes that became part of the 
Bashkir people are found in the writings of 
Herodotus (fifth century B.C.). The territory 
of the historical lands of the Bashkir peo-
ple, the so-called “Historical Bashkorto-
stan,” includes the lands of today’s 
Chelyabinsk, Orenburg region, parts of 
Sverdlovsk, Kurgan, Perm regions and the 
Republic of Tatarstan.

The number of Bashkirs in the world is 
1.7 million people. 1,172,000 Bashkirs live 
in the Republic of Bashkortostan. The reli-
gion is Sunni Islam (Hanafi Maskhab).

Some of the Bashkir tribes in the middle 
of the 16th century concluded an agree-
ment with the Moscow state and became 
part of it, together with their lands. Most of 
the remaining tribes were eventually con-
quered and forcibly annexed. According to 
the agreement, the Bashkirs had to pay a 
small fee to protect the southern territories 
and participate in all the wars of the 
Moscow state. In response, Bashkirs were 
assigned their lands, where they were sov-
ereign owners (patrimonial right) and 
were granted full internal self-government.

However, after only a short time, 
Moscow violated the treaty, seizing Bashkir 
lands and conducting attempts at forced 
Christianisation. The Bashkirs responded 
with uprisings. Bashkir uprisings shook 
Russia for more than 200 years, many of 
which ended with the victory of the 
Bashkirs. Bashkirs took an active part in 
the peasant war of 1773-1775 and fought 
against the tsarist government. 

After the February revolution of 1917, 
when national consciousness began to 
awaken among all peoples, the Bashkirs 
chose their own government, formed their 
own national army and founded the First 
Bashkir Republic – Bashkurdistan. For the 
recognition of the republic, they had to 
fight both with the reds and the whites. 
After the signing of the agreement between 
the Bashkir and Soviet governments on the 
recognition of the Bashkir Republic on 
March 20, 1919, a year later Lenin violated 
this agreement and annulled many of its 
clauses that were under the jurisdiction of 
the Bashkir government.

The 1990s saw a new chapter in the 
Bashkir national movement’s fight for the 
sovereignty of the republic. The Bashkir 
intelligentsia and the Bashkir public creat-
ed the Bashkir People’s Center “Ural,” the 
Bashkir youth organization “Union of 
Bashkir Youth,” which became the driving 
forces in the struggle for the sovereign 
Bashkortostan. In 1993, a constitution of 
the republic was adopted, which reflected 
many aspirations of the Bashkir people. In 
1994, a Federation Agreement was signed 
between the Republic of Bashkortostan and 
the Russian Federation on the delimitation 
of powers and jurisdiction, according to 
which Bashkortostan was endowed with 
many rights as a republic within the 
Russian Federation. 

However, with the arrival of Vladimir 

Putin, many of the republic’s rights were 
taken away by the Kremlin, the constitution 
of Bashkortostan was rewritten under 
pressure from Moscow with many articles 
and paragraphs stricken.

In response, the Bashkirs formed nation-
al organizations “Cook Bure” and 
“Bashkort” that have raised issues of pro-
tecting the rights and interests of the 
Bashkir people, the return of the sovereign-
ty of the republic and the Constitution of 
Bashkortostan from 1993. The Russian 
authorities began repressions against the 
Bashkir national activists, as criminal cases 
were opened against the leaders of the 
“Cook Bure” and “Bashkort” and activists 
were imprisoned.

In 2020, the “Bashkort” was banned. 
One of the founders, Ruslan Gabbasov, fled 
from Russia and found political asylum in 
Lithuania. He then formed the Bashkir 
National Political Center, which coordinates 
political activities aimed at gaining the 
independence of the Republic of 
Bashkortostan. The Bashkir National 
Political Center joined the League of Free 
Nations, where representatives of national 
and regional movements within the 
Russian Federation are striving for their 
nations’ independence from Russia.

In Bashkortostan, there is a massive 
reduction in the use of the Bashkir lan-
guage among the population itself as a lan-
guage of communication. Communication 
in Bashkir is not accepted in any institu-
tion, and almost all websites of state, 
municipal, educational institutions do not 
allow registration in the Bashkir language. 
Language has been weaponized and 
Russification is rampant. In the 2021-2022 
academic year, 99.4 percent of students 
(504,977 people) studied their native lan-
guages, of which 68.02 percent (345,509 
people) chose Russian as their native lan-
guage; Bashkir made up 20.63 percent 
(105,035 people) and Tatar made up 9.2 
percent (46,541 people). Native languages 
of the national republics of the Russian 
Federation, except Russian, ceased to be 
part of the compulsory school curriculum. 
In January 2019, the Advisory Committee 
of the Framework Convention for the 
Protection of National Minorities of the 
Council of Europe criticized Russia for its 
national policy. Experts expressed concern 
about the “growing dominance of the 
Russian language” and “the lack of effective 
support for the languages of national 
minorities.”

As a part of Russia’s divide and imperil 
pattern, in Bashkortostan nominal volun-
teer battalions were formed in the summer 
by the authorities, demonstrating, in their 
view, the active complicity of the region in 
the war between Russia and Ukraine. 
“Volunteers” were promised large “combat” 
payments. They were then equipped and 
escorted to the front. The real losses among 
the personnel were hidden or underesti-
mated, and cases of refusal of volunteers to 
participate in battles were hushed up. The 
combat capability of the battalions was and 
continues to be very low. The head of the 
Bashkir National Political Center, Mr. 
Gabbasov, and his associates addressed an 
open letter to Volodymyr Zelenskyy, in 
which the Center called on the president of 
Ukraine to initiate consideration by 
Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada of the draft reso-
lution “On recognition of the Republic of 

The Bashkirs and the dismantling 
of the Russian Federation

Zelenskyy shines in Congress

 COMMENTARY

Askold S. Lozynskyj is an attorney at law 
based in New York City who served as presi-
dent of the Ukrainian World Congress 
(1998-2008) and the Ukrainian Congress 
Committee of America (1992-2000). (Continued on page 7)
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by Eugene Czolij

North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) member countries and Israel have 
the weapons to enable Ukraine to impose a 
no-fly zone and stop a genocide, which 
would create a substantially better and 
safer world.

So why have they still not delivered 
those weapons to Ukraine?

Why is Germany willing to send its 
Patriot missile defense system to Poland 
but not to Ukraine, even though Polish 
Defense Minister Mariusz Błaszczak asked 
that it be sent to Ukraine to ensure that 
both Poland and Ukraine are protected?

Why has the Pentagon still not sent its 
Patriot missile defense systems to Ukraine, 
even though U.S. President Joe Biden stated 
eight months ago on April 12 that Russia is 
committing genocide in Ukraine?

Why is Israel not delivering its Iron 
Dome missile defense system to Ukraine, 
even though its enemy, Iran, is supplying 
Russia with attack drones and benefiting 
from real battlefield testing of this hard-
ware in Ukraine that could then be used 
against Israel?

Why are NATO member countries will-
ing to allocate billions of dollars to address 
the consequences of Russia’s destruction of 
Ukraine’s cities and towns, instead of deal-
ing with the core problem and helping 
Ukraine prevent such devastation with a 
no-fly zone at a substantially lower cost?

Why are Western leaders only reacting 
to Putin’s next dangerous move instead of 
driving the agenda to ensure that the basic 
rights and fundamental freedoms enshrined 
in the United Nations Charter are respected 
for the general benefit of all?

Some still provide the same lame 
response that NATO does not want to be 
drawn into Russia’s unprovoked war 
against Ukraine, as if openly supplying 
some types of lethal weapons, including 
American HIMARS and the German IRIS-T 
air defense system to Ukraine, as well as 
sanctioning Russia and freezing its assets 
worldwide, which was all already done, 
magically keeps NATO from getting 
involved in this war, while supplying the 
most-needed weapons that would effec-
tively ensure that Ukraine could impose a 
no-fly zone and stop a genocide would get 
NATO involved. This simply defies 

Cartesian logic. 
Others continue to naively believe that 

one can somehow negotiate a peace settle-
ment with a terrorist state that does not 
want it, even though the president of 
Germany, Frank-Walter Steinmeier, the 
architect of the “Steinmeier Formula” for 
peace with Russia had to concede on 
October 28, after his trip to Ukraine, that 
Russia’s full-blown war against Ukraine 
“marked the definitive, bitter failure of 
years of political efforts, including my 
efforts” and that a sham peace settlement 
with Putin “would mean a rule of terror for 
many people in Ukraine [and] would leave 
them at the mercy of their Russian occupi-
ers’ arbitrary violence.” Mr. Steinmeier also 
added: “[w]orse yet – a sham peace … 
would only increase Putin’s hunger. 
Moldova and Georgia, as well as our NATO 
partners in the Baltic, live in fear. … An 
unjust peace is no peace – it carries the 
seed of new wars within it.”

There remains Russia’s on-off threat to 
use nuclear weapons, which is naturally 
disquieting; however, NATO member coun-
tries have only one viable option to miti-
gate Russia’s nuclear threat – namely, to 
warn the Kremlin in no uncertain terms 
that the consequences would be devastat-
ing for Russia and spell the end of the 
Russian military. Any other reaction would 
be perceived by the Kremlin as a sign of 
weakness and incite it to fully weaponize 
its nuclear arsenal to blackmail NATO 
member countries on several key strategic 
issues, as the Kremlin did on December 17, 
2021, when it published its unacceptable 
draft U.S.-Russia and NATO-Russia agree-
ments on security guarantees.

Most military experts now agree that 
Ukraine will win this war. This is obviously 
in the best interests of NATO member coun-
tries as it will enhance security, stability and 
prosperity in the world. It is therefore 
incumbent on NATO member countries to 
stop their inexplicable and unjustifiable 
wavering and supply Ukraine with the most 
effective weapons to help accelerate its vic-
tory and minimize the avoidable human 
losses and further devastation of property.

Eugene Czolij is president of non-gov-
ernmental organization “Ukraine-2050” 
and former president of the Ukrainian 
World Congress (2008-2018).

Daunting year-end questions for Ukraine’s 
NATO allies must be answered
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GUIDELINES 

Some observers noted that the change in 
leadership in Moscow was a kind of staged 
palace coup, with Mr. Yeltsin opting to 
peacefully resign rather than face being 
prosecuted. The West gained a sense of 
who Putin was based on his role as prime 
minister. Prior to his presidency, Putin 
revealed his anti-North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) stance, his opposition 
to NATO’s actions in the Balkan wars and 
his advocacy for the creation of Kosovo.

The change in leadership in Moscow, Mr. 
Goble added, was “evidence that Russia has 
not made as much progress toward democ-
racy as the [West] had hoped or even 
claimed.”

Source: “A transforming resignation: 
Boris Yeltsin leaves the scene,” by Paul Goble 
(RFE/RL), The Ukrainian Weekly, January 9, 
2000.

(Continued from page 6)

Turning...

Putin has also invested efforts to chart new 
routes for gas exports and proposed to 
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan the establish-
ment of a “gas union,” only to have this pro-
posal politely downplayed by Astana and 
flat-out rejected by Tashkent (Forbes.ru, 
December 13).

Another one of Putin’s initiatives has 
been expanding on the idea of building a 
“gas hub” in Turkey, which he elaborated on 
in a phone conversation with President 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan on December 11, 
hoping to persuade Mr. Erdogan to show 
restraint in the Caucasus (Kremlin.ru, 
December 11). Mr. Erdogan is keen on the 
idea but interprets it much more widely, 
renewing his push for a trans-Caspian gas 
pipeline (which Moscow has always tried to 
block) during a recent visit to Turk me nistan 
(Oilcapital.ru, December 15). Russia’s influ-
ence in the Caucasus, meanwhile, continues 
to shrink as Azerbaijan increases its pres-
sure on the Karabakh enclave controlled by 
Armenia, disregarding Putin’s feeble media-
tion (Nezavisimaya Gazeta, December 14).

These setbacks are underpinned and 
sometimes even directly caused by the 
unfolding failure of Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine, and Putin cannot fail to see that 
his narrative on the “special military opera-
tion” going according to plan satisfies nei-
ther a society perturbed by the poorly 
organized mobilization nor the noisy gang 
of “patriotic” war bloggers demanding a 
decisive victory (Topwar.ru, December 12). 
Seeking to demonstrate his involvement in 
planning the war, on December 16 Putin 
visited the headquarters of the Russian 
troops involved in the operation against 
Ukraine and then dispatched Defense 
Minister Sergei Shoigu to the frontlines, 
where Putin himself has never been 
(Izvestiya, December 18; Kremlin.ru, 
December 17). The Russian president may 
see the fruitless and costly tactical offen-
sive on Bakhmut as a potential for recap-
turing the strategic initiative by Russian 
forces, but the newly mobilized troops are 
suffering badly in frozen trenches with 
deplorable supplies (The Insider, 
December 15). Speculation about a possi-
ble new Russian offensive toward Kyiv 
gained renewed attention with Putin’s visit 
to Minsk on December 19, but the shortage 
of tanks, lost in enormous numbers in the 
past 10 months of fighting, leaves the 
demoralized army only capable of holding 
its defensive lines – and the Belarusian 
army has little offensive capacity (Current 
Time, Decem ber 16).

Putin must be worried that a pre-

planned pompous ceremony may be 
spoiled by an unexpected Ukrainian strike, 
much the same way his road trip to the 
restored Kerch Bridge on December 5 was 
overshadowed by the shocking Ukrainian 
strike on two Russian air bases deep within 
Russian territory (see Eurasia Daily 
Monitor, December 13). The only response 
that the Russian command has mustered to 
such feats of Ukrainian arms has been the 
ongoing missile attacks on energy infra-
structure, but this brutality has only further 
convinced the United States and its 
European allies of the need to supply 
Ukraine with MIM-104 Patriot surface-to-
air missiles, ignoring Moscow’s loud objec-
tions (Svoboda, December 15).

The Ukrainian command has taken par-
ticular care in executing long-distance 
strikes – from the sinking of the Moskva 
cruiser to the hit on the strategic Engels-2 
airbase – using only domestically produced 
weapons systems for such strikes. Now, 
Western allies have discontinued attempts 
to discourage Kyiv from hitting targets not 
only in Crimea but also inside Russian ter-
ritory (Izvestiya, December 16). Russian 
military experts are predicting that new 
high-precision long-range weapon systems 
– such as the MQ-1C Grey Eagle drone, 
Storm Shadow cruise missile or TRLG-230 
Multiple Launch Rocket System, to be sup-
plied, respectively, by the U.S., the United 
Kingdom and Turkey – could drastically 
change the character of the war in 
Ukraine’s favor (Gazeta.ru, December 17; 
Nezavisimaya gazeta, December 11).

The post-Kherson pause in combat 
operations suits Putin just fine, but he can-
not hope that it will last and cannot know 
what surprises the Ukrainian command 
will unleash next and when. Over 10 
months into the war of his choice, the 
capacity of the Russian military machine 
has deteriorated severely, and the quality of 
leadership demonstrated by the Russian 
high command has not improved at all due 
to its patent inability to learn from mis-
takes. Putin’s war plans amount to a hope 
that the repetitive missile strikes will 
destroy Ukraine’s will to resist and the cap-
ture of Bakhmut, at whatever cost, will lead 
to further territorial gains. Such hope is as 
false as his original ambition to capture 
Kyiv in a week-long blitzkrieg was, and it is 
his last one. Ultimately, the corrupt elites 
have no way of knowing for how long the 
Russian president can feed his false narra-
tives to an increasingly demoralized and 
frustrated populace.

The article above is reprinted from 
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from 
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation, 
www.jamestown.org.

(Continued from page 2)

Putin’s wartime...

Bashkortostan as an occupied territory.”
“With this step, Ukraine will not only 

morally support the Bashkir national 
movement, whose main goal is to gain 
independence for our motherland, but will 
also give us strong trump cards in the fight 
against the Kremlin and its puppets in 

Bashkortostan,” Mr. Gabbasov said.
“It is important that Ukraine begins to 

establish contacts with the national libera-
tion movements, which already today dem-
onstrate their desire for liberation and the 
creation of independent states,” Mr. 
Gabbasov concluded in his letter.

It seems to be a morally correct and stra-
tegically prudent proposal. The dismantling 
of the Russian Federation is a political 
necessity for global peace and security.

(Continued from page 6)

The Bashkirs...
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increased support for Kyiv, echoes Mr. 
Zelenskyy’s arguments, saying aid to 
Ukraine is a “smart and economical” policy 
to boost U.S. security.

“This is a smart and economical place for 
us to stop Putin’s aggression,” he said. “It’s 
not simply a gift or principally a gift to the 
Ukrainian people from the U.S. This is the 
smart way for the U.S. to defend its security 
and prosperity. A Putin who’s threatening 
Europe is a Putin who’s endangering 
American security and American wealth.”

In his speech to Congress, Mr. Zelenskyy 
made it a point to pull on lawmakers’ heart 
strings, referencing symbolic moments in 
U.S. history. He likened the battle for 
Bakhmut to the Battle of Saratoga during 
the American Revolutionary War. And he 
cited the Battle of the Bulge, the Nazi coun-
terattack against U.S. forces in December 
1944.

In doing so, he spoke directly to Ameri-

cans in several ways, says Elise Giuliano, a 
professor of political science at Columbia 
University’s Harriman Institute.

“First, [he did so] by talking about lofty 
ideals that appeal to Americans, such as 
[saying that] this is a fight against tyranny 
and a fight against democracy,” she said. “But 
also talking to Americans in really concrete 
terms, saying, ‘This is about terrorist states – 
Russia and Iran – joining together to break 
international borders. But our world is an 
interconnected world. It’s interdependent, 
and no one is safe from states that act this 
way. Don’t think an ocean can protect you.’”

“So, he’s kind of appealing to our interest 
in protecting democracy, but also in securi-
ty,” Ms. Giuliano said.

In many ways, Mr. Zelenskyy’s surprise 
trip to the United States is in keeping with 
how Ukraine has waged its fight against 
Russia, repeatedly surprising the West in its 
ability to outflank, to outgun and even out-
maneuver the larger, more powerful 
Russian military.

In the run-up to the February 24 inva-
sion, few in the West expected Ukraine to 

hold out for more than a couple days, with 
the expectation that Kyiv would fall, Mr. 
Zelenskyy would flee and Ukrainian forces 
would capitulate.

Instead, Ukraine has forced Russia to 
make at least three major battlefield 
retreats, successes powered by Western 
weaponry combined with Ukrainian inge-
nuity and tenacity.

Despite cold temperatures and miserable 
battlefield conditions, Ukrainian command-
ers have hinted that more counteroffensives 
may be in the offing, something that would 
further defy Western expectations.

As with previous shipments, the deci-
sion to supply Kyiv with the Patriot air-
defense system, to help thwart the Russian 
aerial pummeling of Ukraine’s infrastruc-
ture, plus nearly $2 billion in weapons – 
things like ammunition for HIMARS long-
range precision artillery, radar-seeking 
missiles and thousands of mortars – is 
intended to be a tangible manifestation of 
U.S. policy.

And it dovetails with a larger, $44 billion 
Ukraine-related aid package tucked into a 

giant annual spending bill that must pass in 
order for the U.S. government to remain 
open and functioning. Assuming the pack-
age makes it through congressional negoti-
ations, that will mean U.S. aid to Ukraine 
since the February invasion will total more 
than $100 billion.

Taken together, it all means the United 
States is in even deeper than before – with 
no end in sight.

“Things are pretty quiet on the battle-
field, so this is a time when he can leave,” 
Mr. Cancian said of Mr. Zelenskyy’s visit.

“There was a window when he could be 
out of the country,” he added. “And he wants 
to solidify the relationship with his major 
backer for what now looks like a long war.”

(Mike Eckel reported from Prague; Todd 
Prince reported from Washington, D.C.)

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted with 
the permission of Radio Free Europe/Radio 
Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington 
DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see https://www.
rferl.org/a/ukraine-zelenskiy-washington-vis-
it-really-wanted/32189461.html).

(Continued from page 5)

Mr. Zelenskyy...

Mr. Biden promised Mr. Zelenskyy that 
he “will never stand alone” and said that 
Washington wants to ensure that, when Mr. 
Zelenskyy is ready to negotiate a settle-
ment with Moscow, he will “be able to suc-
ceed as well because he would have won on 
the battlefield.”

Mr. Zelenskyy thanked the American 
people for their support but expressed little 
hope for the prospects for peace in the new 
year, saying the war will only end with 
Ukraine’s sovereignty restored and “pay-
back” from Russia.

“For me as a president, ‘just peace’ is no 
compromises as to the sovereignty, freedom 
and territorial integrity of my country [and] 
the payback for all the damages inflicted by 
Russian aggression,” Mr. Zelenskyy said.

Mr. Biden stressed that the Patriot sys-
tem that is part of the new security assis-
tance package is “a defensive system” and 

“not escalatory.” He added: “We’d love not 
to have them used – just stop the attacks.”

Mr. Zelenskyy said the Patriots were the 
strongest part of the new package. It means 
he will have “good news” when he returns 
to Kyiv and said it is “a very important step” 
for the protection of Ukraine’s airspace.

Ukrainian leaders have pleaded for the 
Patriots to be provided, and Mr. Zelenskyy 
said during the news conference that he 
would likely ask for more. Ukraine needs 
them to prevent the destruction of the 
country’s civilian infrastructure, including 
loss of electricity and heat in the frigid win-
ter months.

The Patriot systems, however, will not be 
deployed immediately because U.S. troops 
will first have to train Ukrainian forces on 
how to use and maintain the system.

The Patriot is considered one of the 
most advanced U.S. air-defense systems 
and offers protection against aircraft, cruise 
and ballistic missiles. The surface-to-air 
guided missile system typically includes 
launchers along with radar and other sup-

port vehicles.
The State Department said in a state-

ment that the missile systems are “capable 
of bringing down cruise missiles, short-
range ballistic missiles and aircraft at a sig-
nificantly higher ceiling than previously 
provided air-defense systems.”

Mr. Biden welcomed Mr. Zelenskyy to the 
White House earlier on December 21, tell-
ing the Ukrainian president that it was an 
“honor to be by your side in the united 
defense against what is a brutal, brutal war.”

Mr. Zelenskyy, dressed in a military-style 
olive green sweater and trousers, present-
ed Mr. Biden with a medal as he expressed 
gratitude for the U.S. president’s role in 
helping Ukraine and rallying the support of 
other allies.

Mr. Zelenksyy then went from the White 
House to the U.S. Capitol to meet with con-
gressional leaders and speak to a joint ses-
sion of Congress later in the evening.

The visit – Mr. Zelenskyy’s first trip 
abroad since the start of Russia’s invasion – 
comes as Congress prepares to vote on a 

sweeping spending bill that includes a pro-
vision to allocate an estimated $45 billion 
in additional military aid to Ukraine.

The Kremlin on December 21 warned 
that increasing the supply of U.S. arms to 
Ukraine would aggravate the war. Speaking 
during a meeting with military leaders, 
Russian President Vladimir Putin also said 
Moscow would develop its armed forces 
and strengthen the capability of its troops.

Special emphasis will be placed on devel-
oping nuclear forces, which he described as 
“the main guarantee of Russia’s sovereign-
ty.” Putin also said the Russian military’s 
new Sarmat intercontinental ballistic mis-
sile, which will form the core of Russia’s 
nuclear forces, will enter service shortly.

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-us-mili-
tary-aid-russia-congress-pelosi-mccar-
thy/32186646.html).

troops having been forced to make three 
major retreats.

The Ukrainian military said its air force 
carried out 22 strikes on Russian positions, 
while its air-defense systems downed two 
enemy helicopters. The claims could not be 
independently verified.

In the central Dnipropetrovsk region, 
Russian shelling overnight caused destruc-
tion in Nikopol, the head of the regional 
administration, Valentyn Reznichenko, said 
on Telegram.

“Two villages, Myryivska and Pokrovska, 
were targeted three times with heavy artil-
lery fire. At least 20 shells were fired at 
peaceful villages. People survived,” Mr. Rez-
nichenko said.

He added that a dozen private houses 
and commercial buildings, gas pipelines 
and power lines were damaged.

In the southern city of Kherson, two peo-
ple were killed and three were wounded as 
a result of Russian shelling, the head of the 
regional military administration, Yaroslav 
Yanushevych, said on December 20.

Kherson came back under Ukrainian 
control on November 11, but Russian forc-
es that had fled the city have kept pounding 
it from across the Dnipro River.

The latest shelling came a day after 
Ukrainian authorities said Russia targeted 
power infrastructure and other civilian 
objectives with yet another swarm of kami-

kaze drones in Kyiv and its surrounding 
districts as part of an apparent strategy to 
try to freeze Ukrainians and demoralize the 
population.

Oleskiy Kuleba, the governor of the 
wider Kyiv region surrounding the capital, 
said on December 20 that 80 percent of the 
region remains without electricity.

“After the recent drone attacks and rock-
et attacks, the restoration of the power sup-
ply is under way. The complexity and dura-
tion of repair work increases with each 
enemy shelling. As a result of large-scale 
damage to the energy infrastructure, [state 
power grid operator] Ukrenerho resorts to 
emergency shutdowns of electricity,” Mr. 
Kuleba said.

Ukrenerho has said the situation with 
the grid nationwide was “difficult” and that 
the Dnipropetrovsk area and eastern and 
central regions were the worst affected.

In Washington, a U.S. government funding 
bill included $45 billion in emergency assis-
tance to Ukraine and North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization NATO allies. The money is to be 
used for military training, equipment, logis-
tics and intelligence support, as well as for 
replenishing U.S. equipment sent to Ukraine. 
Lawmakers are racing to pass the measure 
before midnight on December 23.

In addition, the World Bank said on 
December 20 that it had approved a financ-
ing package totaling $610 million to 
address urgent relief and recovery needs in 
Ukraine.

Meanwhile, Ukrainian forces fought back 
numerous attacks by Moscow’s troops in 

the east of the country as Russians targeted 
a hospital in the Zaporizhia region with 
artillery fire over the past 24 hours, the 
General Staff of the Ukrainian military said 
on December 22.

The Ukrainian military repelled attacks 
in 16 locations in the eastern Donetsk and 
Luhansk regions, the General Staff said.

Bakhmut and Avdiyivka, where the fierc-
est battles have been fought in recent 
months, were again targeted by the Russian 
forces, which also launched attacks on other 
locations in Donetsk, including Soledar and 
Yakovlyivka, while in the Luhansk region, 
the settlements of Novoselyivske and 
Stelmakhyivka were among those hit.

In the Zaporizhia region, Russian forces 
struck a hospital in Hulyaipol, the 
Ukrainian military said, but there were no 
immediate reports of casualties.

Ukrainian forces struck Russian posi-
tions with war planes and artillery, the 
General Staff said, adding that it shot down 
three Russian unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs).

“During the past 24 hours, the air forces 
carried out 14 strikes on areas of concen-
tration of Russian personnel, weapons and 
military equipment. Our defenders shot 
down an enemy UAV of the Forpost type 
and two more of the Lancet-3 type,” the 
military said on December 22.

The claims could not be independently 
verified.

Meanwhile, the Ukrainian electricity grid 
operator, Ukrenerho, reported a “significant 
power shortage” and restrictions caused by 

relentless missile and drone attacks.
Russia has been targeting power infra-

structure and other civilian objectives in 
Kyiv and other parts of the country with 
swarms of kamikaze drones as part of an 
apparent strategy to try to freeze Ukrainians 
and demoralize the population.

On December 21, during a landmark 
visit by Mr. Zelenskyy to Washington, Mr. 
Biden announced a new $1.85 billion secu-
rity assistance package for Ukraine that 
includes a Patriot air defense battery, one of 
the most advanced systems of its kind.

U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken 
said the system is “capable of bringing 
down cruise missiles, short-range ballistic 
missiles and aircraft at a significantly high-
er ceiling than previously provided” air 
defense systems.

However, it remained unclear when the 
much-needed Patriot battery would arrive 
on the front lines in Ukraine, since 
Ukrainian forces must undergo training in 
order to learn how to operate it. The train-
ing, expected to take place in Germany, 
could take several months, the Pentagon 
said on December 21.

(With reporting by AP, Reuters and dpa)

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted with 
the permission of Radio Free Europe/Radio 
Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington 
DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see https://www.
rferl.org/a/ukraine-russia-infrastructure-
attacks-/32184435.html and https://www.rferl.
org/a/ukraine-war-donbas-attacks-zapor-
izhzhia-hospital/32188554.html).
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As fighting rages...
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by Luke Lashchuk Miller

HONOLULU – Seven months of restoration, planning 
and networking culminated in a triumphant Thanksgiving 
weekend for the Ukrainian community in Hawaii’s most 
populous island, Oahu.

Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk of the Ukrainian Catholic 
Eparchy of Chicago responded to a petition of over 50 sig-
natures to reopen St. Sophia Ukrainian Catholic Church by 
visiting the island to reestablish the parish and consecrate 
an already existing church.

Located on the western side of Oahu about a 45-minute 
drive from Honolulu, St. Sophia is a small chapel on 
Kahumana Organic Farms, about a mile from the beach-
front town of Waianae. The Ukrainian Catholic community 
used to gather at the chapel in Kahumana from 1992 until 
the mid-2000s when services were moved near Honolulu’s 
famed Waikiki Beach. Services ceased in 2011.

Bishop Benedict arrived on November 25 and was 
greeted at the Honolulu Airport by several parishioners 
and was given a traditional flower lei necklace. Also arriv-
ing in Honolulu for the weekend was Rev. Damien Higgins, 
abbot of Holy Transfiguration Ukrainian Catholic 
Monastery in Redwood Valley, Calif., who previously served 
the Ukrainian Catholic community there.

Leo and Marika Hura, long-time Honolulu residents and 
active members of the Ukrainian community in Hawaii, 
organized a meeting with Bishop Benedict and members 
of Hawaii Stands With Ukraine – Honolulu to discuss ways 
to help refugees and to keep the war in Ukraine fresh in 
peoples’ minds.

Nearly 20 community leaders, including a recently-
arrived family from Mariupol, came to share their experi-
ences in sponsoring refugees through the U4U program, 
the Hawaii job market. They also discussed ways the com-
munity members can support one another. Members of 
that community here said that over 150 Ukrainians are 
now living across the various Hawaiian Islands via the U4U 
program.

Bishop Benedict fielded questions and shared reflec-
tions on his recent visit to Ukraine and meeting with 
Ukrainian communities across the vast expanse of the 
Chicago Eparchy. After the meeting, the final choir practice 
was held in advance of the Sunday services led by a guest 
cantor from San Diego. 

Over 60 people gathered on Sunday, November 27, for 
the Hierarchical Divine Liturgy and consecration of the 
existing chapel. The iconostas, windows, icons and shrines 
were decorated with hundreds of plumerias, the renowned 
fragrant flower so popular in Hawaii.

The bishop was greeted with the traditional bread and 
salt by parish children as the bell peeled and the conch 
shell was blown by a local native Hawaiian family well 
known to St. Sophia’s when the parish used to hold servic-

es at Kahumana nearly 20 years ago.
Also serving with Bishop Benedict and Rev. Higgins was 

Rev. Phil Harmon, who is of Ukrainian descent and has 
lived at Kahumana for nearly five decades. The service was 
held in Ukrainian, English and Hawaiian. The choir 
responded often with “E ka Haku aloha mai,” which is 
Hawaiian for “Lord have mercy.”

After vesting Bishop Benedict, he performed the conse-
cration of the church by anointing the walls with Chrism 
and Holy Water. Rev. Higgins wrote the chapel’s icons, 
which include a unique Hawaiian Theotokos. The chapel 
also has stained-glass windows and handmade copper clad 
doors which were restored in anticipation of the celebra-
tory weekend.

After the Hierarchical Divine Liturgy, an outdoor concert 
was held that featured chanting in Hawaiian, Hula dancing, 
traditional Ukrainian dancing by parish children, a tradi-
tionally sung Ukrainian folk song about building a church 
performed by Olenka Kleban from San Diego, and a song 
played on the bandura. 

A potluck meal was then held in the community hall 
with sweeping views of the valley and soaring mountain 
peaks made jagged from rain. People stayed well into the 
afternoon, socializing and building community.

Ukrainians have been in Hawaii since the late 1800s 
when, at one point, over 150 families worked on sugar cane 
plantations under treacherous conditions, primarily on the 
Big Island of Hawaii. Descendants of these Ukrainians can 
still be found there, and even a few roads are named with 
Ukrainian surnames. There is even a cemetery mostly filled 
with internments of these Ukrainian laborers. 

St. Sophia’s can trace its founding to 1978 when a 
Byzantine Catholic mission was established here. The com-
munity came into the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of St. 
Nicholas in Chicago in 1992. The church community 
became dormant in 2011 when services ceased.

However, earlier this year, in April, Rev. Higgins visited 
Honolulu to officiate at the wedding of a Ukrainian Catholic 
family. That is when Avrora Gunko and her husband, Andrii 
Beinyk, both natives of Zaporizhia, Ukraine, heard there 
was a Ukrainian priest visiting, so a prayer service for 
peace in Ukraine was organized and Rev. Higgins blessed a 
few Easter baskets. 

Excited at the opportunity of reestablishing the 
Ukrainian Catholic community on Oahu, Rev. Higgins took 
Ms. Gunko and her husband to the old Ukrainian chapel at 
Kahumana Farms. She quickly gathered over 50 signatures 
and spent countless days and hours with her husband and 
other Ukrainian community members restoring the chapel 
to its previous splendor.

Since Bishop Benedict’s visit over Thanksgiving week-
end, St. Sophia’s held a Sunday Divine Liturgy, and most 
recently a prayer service and a large St. Nicholas celebra-
tion on December 19. 

Bishop Benedict is working to assign a priest for the 
newly reestablished parish community and parishioners 
are working on raising funds and planning the next big 
event – a celebration of Ukrainian Christmas – on Saturday, 
January 7, 2023.

Anyone visiting Oahu is encouraged to visit the 
Ukrainian community and the resplendent chapel to pray 
whenever services are held. “St. Sophia Ukrainian Catholic 
Church in Kahumana” is the name of the very active 
Facebook group where community news and a schedule of 
services are shared.

Members of the Ukrainian community in Honolulu and Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk (center, holding staff and 
cross) of the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of Chicago held a ceremony to reopen and consecrate St. Sophia 

Ukrainian Catholic Church.

Members of the Ukrainian community in Honolulu and Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk (center, holding staff and 
cross) of the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of Chicago held a ceremony to reopen and consecrate St. Sophia 

Ukrainian Catholic Church.

Luke Lashchuk Miller

Bishop Benedict reopens, consecrates Ukrainian Catholic Church in Hawaii

Handmade copper clad doors were restored in anticipa-
tion of the celebratory weekend.

An icon was decorated with plumerias, the renowned 
fragrant flower popular in Hawaii.
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Mr. Baker: I think, broadly, it was hop-
ing and thinking that Putin was really going 
to be a friend, that he was going to be a 
Westernizer in a real way, that he really 
wanted to be part of the community of 
nations. And, yeah, there’s an argument to 
be made that maybe he really did for a little 
bit at the very beginning. I’m dubious about 
that. I think he showed his colors from the 
very start with his consolidation of power at 
home, with his aggressiveness on Georgia 
and Ukraine, even in the early years. I think 
each American president, in his own way, 
over the last 22 years, hoped that they could 
manage Putin, and … they can’t, they have 
not been able to, either because they haven’t 
been strong enough or tough enough or 
persuasive enough or clever enough, or 
whatever word you want to use.

RFE/RL: Why did everyone think that?

Mr. Baker: First of all, none of them was 
a Russia person, none of them spent any 
time really in Russia or understanding 
Russia. Most of them were domestic-orient-
ed presidents who didn’t have a lot of for-
eign policy experience. [Mr.] Biden is really 
the only one who had any foreign policy 
experience of any sort. And so, I think that 
they just believed that Putin was like a 
Republican or a Democrat, that they could 
simply find a way to sit down with him and 
cut a deal, that they could work together on 
some level. And they just failed to under-
stand that he was not that kind of person; 
they failed to understand his background in 
the KGB, his grievances over the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, and his paranoia over the 
CIA and the belief that the Western allies 
were out to get him. And I think that each 
one of them came in thinking, I can deal 
with him, because, you know, we’ll just sit 
down, we’ll be reasonable. And that’s just 
not going to work with Putin.

RFE/RL: Let’s talk about the latest 
speeches Putin has made. He made one of 
them with a glass of champagne in his 
hand, looking progressively tipsy. And, 
among other things, he discussed using 
preemptive strikes. How does that change 
the equation when it comes to the strategic 
thinking of the U.S. and Europe? What do 
you think he meant when he said preemp-
tive strikes?

Mr. Baker: I think that the concern here 
is mainly nuclear. The conventional Russian 
military has been shown to be kind of a 
paper tiger. [That] doesn’t mean they can’t 
do great damage. Obviously, they’re doing 
enormous damage, enormous devastation 

in Ukraine, but they are obviously not as 
effective as the Americans had believed 
them to be prior to February 24. [The date 
when Russia launched a full-scale invasion 
of Ukraine.]

But nuclear is a whole different issue. 
We have kept that genie in the bottle since 
1945. Since the two bombs over Japan, no 
nuclear weapon has been used in anger 
since then. And the idea that he might open 
that box and use a nuclear device is the 
consuming worry in Washington. Because 
once you do that, you have no idea where it 
ends. And it’s the danger of a spiral that 
gets out of control, that most worries peo-
ple in the White House that I talked to.

Obviously, they don’t want to see pre-
emptive strikes in a conventional sense, for 
instance missiles against some base in 
Poland or the Balts or something like that. 
That’s a great concern as well. But the 
nuclear thing is what keeps them up at 
night, because the question is then: what 
do you do? And I think their answer at the 
moment, the American answer, is not to 

respond nuclear for nuclear, because we 
don’t want to get into that escalatory cycle 
where suddenly you’re heading toward a 
Cuban Missile Crisis, a World War III sce-
nario.

But would there be a conventional 
response to a nuclear attack, even within 
Ukraine, that would be decisive enough to 
stop it from happening again? And that’s 
the kind of awful calculations that have to 
be made at this point, because you don’t 
know for sure what Putin will do. And 
because, when he says things like that, you 
can dismiss it as just saber rattling, but you 
shouldn’t assume, because if you assume 
then you really can be caught off guard.

Every time I go to see a top administra-
tion official I ask, on a scale of one to 10, 
what is your worry about a nuclear event at 
this point. And I’ve gotten answers any-
where from four to six. And they think: four, 
well, that’s not too bad. I think four is horri-
ble. A chance of four out of 10 that there 
could be a nuclear event is mind-blowing 
and way too large, obviously way too dan-
gerous, if that’s where they think things 

really are. And, so far, knock on wood, that 
hasn’t happened, but we can’t guarantee it 
won’t happen in the future.

RFE/RL: No matter how the war ends, 
even with some sort of Ukrainian victory, if 
Putin manages to keep hold of some of 
these lands he seized from Ukraine, could 
he really be considered a loser?

Mr. Baker: Any territory that Russia ulti-
mately keeps that was Ukrainian prior to 
2014 is in some ways a win for Russia, 
because they have redrawn the map. If they 
keep Crimea, if they keep the Donbas, then 
they have succeeded, at least in part, in 
carving off another country’s territory. Now 
that may not be a win compared to what 
they thought they were going to get, and 
Americans and Ukrainians and Europeans 
will certainly look at getting back to the 
February 24 lines as a remarkable victory 
[for Ukraine] over an overwhelming power. 
And that’s true because, certainly by this 
point in the year, Vladimir Putin would 
have expected to be in Kyiv, expected to 

have a friendly government there, even if 
he wasn’t occupying the entire country. …

The level of military defeat for Russia 
here is beyond what anybody would have 
predicted, I think. The American military, 
we all, everybody miscalculated, everybody 
overestimated their capacity. The American 
military thought … that they would have 
Kyiv under control within 10 days. They 
thought they would have the whole country 
[under control] within a few weeks. And 
they didn’t think they would necessarily be 
able to control it that easily. There would be 
constant guerilla warfare. But they thought 
the Russians would be doing a whole lot 
better than they ended up doing. And, even 
just as recently as a couple of months ago, I 
remember them saying, well, the Ukrainians 
want to have a counteroffensive in the east 
this fall, but we’re not really sure that’s a 
good idea … we don’t think they can really 
accomplish it. And they did. The Ukrainians 
have done a remarkable job of disproving 
everybody’s expectations. …

But you’re right. Probably most people 
in the West would look at returning to [the] 

February 24 lines as a pretty remarkable 
victory, and it is in a lot of ways, but you’re 
right to say that, even then, letting Russia 
keep the territory that it took through use 
of force, illegitimately, still means they 
came away with something that shouldn’t 
be acceptable in this day and age. [It’s the] 
first time since World War II [that] we’ve 
redrawn the map of Europe, in the way that 
Russia is doing. That doesn’t mean that 
[Ukraine] shouldn’t look at a return to 
February 24 lines as a reasonable victory – 
it is – but it doesn’t mean that we should 
also forget what Russia has done.

RFE/RL: What about this talk of “let’s 
give security guarantees to Russia,” which is 
championed by French President Emmanuel 
Macron.

Mr. Baker: This is a perennial tension 
between Washington and European capi-
tals – let’s give Putin something that he 
wants, or off-ramps. … That I think contin-
ues the miscalculation about who Putin is. 
Security guarantees aren’t going to do any-
thing for him. He’s not going to trust them. 
His security guarantee is: I am in charge of 
Kyiv. His security guarantee is: I am in con-
trol.

First of all, [Putin is] not going to believe 
any piece of paper. Look at what’s hap-
pened with [the] Minsk [agreements]; that 
was pointless [The agreements attempted 
to stop the war in the Donbas]. There is no 
way to satisfy Putin. And looking like that’s 
what you’re trying to do makes it seem like 
he had legitimate concerns to begin with, 
that somehow his actions in Ukraine were 
the result of a legitimate concern about 
Russian security, which is of course non-
sense. Russian security was not jeopar-
dized by Ukraine.

I understand that [Russia] didn’t want 
Ukraine to join the E.U. [European Union] 
or join NATO, but Ukraine was not a threat 
to Russia. Ukraine wanted a good relation-
ship with Russia, even as it was trying to 
create a partnership with Europe. Because 
it’s obviously in Ukraine’s interest to have a 
good relationship with Russia. But Putin 
has, for whatever reason, warped that situ-
ation to create this idea that Russia was 
somehow threatened by the West. And it’s 
a function of [Putin’s] security-service 
background, it’s a function of his personal 
paranoia, and it’s a function of his domestic 
politics to create an enemy – and we are the 
enemy that is most useful to him.

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-putin-nyt-
correspondent-baker/32187556.html).

(Continued from page 4)

New York Times...

“Putin has, for whatever reason, warped that sit-
uation to create this idea that Russia was some-
how threatened by the West. And it’s a function of 
[Putin’s] security-service background, it’s a func-
tion of his personal paranoia, and it’s a function 
of his domestic politics to create an enemy – and 
we are the enemy that is most useful to him.”

ever, blocked or hijacked those processes in 
Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia and Azerbaijan – 
and went on to turn Ukraine, by means of 
war, into a theater of Russia’s systemic con-
flict with the West.

Although the concert approach proved 
foredoomed, NATO membership is not 
available to Ukraine for the duration of this 
war and might even be delayed afterward. 
The Kyiv Security Compact offers an interim 
solution with the participation of willing 
NATO members (the document does not 
use the term “coalition of the willing,” but 
that is what it amounts to in practice). This 
would operate on two levels: a strategic 
partnership agreement defined as a “com-
pact” (political, non-binding commitment) 
and, within that, a network of legally bind-
ing agreements between participating coun-
tries. Those agreements would be subject to 
parliamentary ratification in each partici-

pating country to make them binding.
Their guiding concept is to enable 

Ukraine itself to deter Russian aggression 
and defend itself with its own forces. As dis-
tinct from NATO, the Kyiv Security Compact 
is not an erga omnes pact but is specifically 
designed to counter Russian aggression. 
Even so, the compact envisages neither the 
stationing of NATO forces on Ukrainian ter-
ritory nor the intervention of NATO mem-
bers’ collective or national forces in the 
event of another Russian attack on Ukraine. 
It does, however, guarantee comprehensive 
support to Ukraine to deter aggression and 
an immediate mobilization of participant 
countries’ resources for Kyiv to defend itself 
in the event of future aggression. The stated 
goal is to ensure Ukraine’s “military edge” 
over Russia in that case.

The binding guarantees are to be codi-
fied in bilateral agreements between 
Ukraine and a core group of willing NATO 
members acting as guarantors. The pro-
posed agreements include regular joint 
exercises of Ukrainian and NATO partners’ 

forces on Ukrainian territory, training 
Ukrainian troops to NATO standards on 
NATO territory, training Ukrainian territori-
al defense and reserve forces, supplying 
Ukraine with advanced weapons for deter-
rence and defense (including anti-aircraft 
and anti-missile systems to ensure a 
“closed sky” from air attacks), intelligence 
support to Ukraine, and massive, long-term 
investments to build a modern Ukrainian 
defense industry.

Those guarantees are of the positive type 
(concrete actions the guarantors would 
bindingly undertake) as distinct from nega-
tive-type guarantees (actions that the guar-
antors pledge not to undertake, as in the far-
cical Budapest Memoran dum on Ukraine). 
The proposed guarantees are actionable, 
with a trigger mechanism (contrasting, 
again, with the Budapest document).

These guarantees are non-transactional, 
in the sense that they do not require 
Ukraine, in exchange, to choose neutrality 
(nonalignment) instead of NATO member-
ship or constrain the development of its own 

armed forces. The putative guarantor coun-
tries recognize Ukraine’s aspirations to join 
NATO and the European Union as enshrined 
in Ukraine’s constitution. Under the Kyiv 
Security Compact, the guarantees apply to 
the entirety of Ukraine’s territory within its 
internationally recognized borders.

This pact includes a major economic 
dimension, in that the guarantor coun-
tries commit themselves to impose eco-
nomic sanctions on Russia in the event of 
aggression against Ukraine. These provi-
sions are designed to also apply to the 
present situation until Russia withdraws 
its forces from Ukraine’s internationally 
recognized territory.

Thus, the Kyiv Security Compact 
deserves a more forward-leaning reception 
from NATO member countries than it 
seems, thus far, to have received.

The article above is reprinted from 
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from 
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation, 
www.jamestown.org.

(Continued from page 2)

Ukraine security...
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The Corporate Board of Directors 
of the 

Ukrainian National Association
and its newspapers, 

Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly,

extend best wishes for a Merry Christmas 

and a Happy New Year to the hierarchs and leaders 

of our Ukrainian Churches, all Ukrainian organizations, 

the UNA’s members, District Committees and Branches, 

as well as readers of the UNA’s publications and each 

Ukrainian community in the diaspora and Ukraine.

Christ is Born!  Glorify Him!
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Wishing you
and all of yours
a very happy, 
blessed
and merry 
Christmas

– Andrew and Melania 
Nynka

Wishing everyone 
a Joyous Christmas 

and a 
Happy New Year! 

Irene Jarosewich 
with husband Oleksandr

the Doll Family - Irena and Ron,
with Lida, Yarema, 
Melasia and Andrij

May the Lord’s blessings 
bring you joy and peace this 
Christmas and in the New Year!

Christ is Born!  Glorify Him!

Христос Родився!
З Різдвом Христовим 

і Новим Роком
бажаємо Вам веселих свят, 

та Україні мир!

Сильно, Красно, Обережно, Бистро!

Пластова Станиця Бостон
Знайдіть нас на Facebook - Plast Boston

СТАНИЧНА СТАРШИНА
ПЛАСТОВОЇ СТАНИЦІ

В НЬЮ-ЙОРКУ

бажає

УКРАЇНСЬКІЙ ГРОМАДІ, ПЛАСТОВІЙ ФУНДАЦІЇ,
СВОЇМ ЖЕРТВОДАВЦЯМ ТА УСІМ ПЛАСТУНАМ І 

ПРИЯТЕЛЯМ ПЛАСТУ

ВЕСЕЛИХ СВЯТ
ТА

ЩАСЛИВОГО НОВОГО РОКУ

www.plastnyc.org

Wishing a 

Merry Christmas 
and a 

Happy and Prosperous New Year 
to all our family and friends.

Sviatoslava and Stefan Kaczaraj 
and family

З Різдвом Христовим,
З Новим Роком

i Святим Йорданом!
Рідних, приятелів і друзів поблагослови, Боже,
здоров’ям, радістю, любов’ю, добром – зичать

ФЕРЕНЦЕВИЧІ
Христина, Ксеня, Тарас, Люба, Лев,

Ярина з синами Доріяном і Юліяном Ланспері.
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З Різдвом Христовим 
та Новим Роком! 

Щирі побажання
 кріпкого здоров’я 

та багато щастя, 
Мир на світі 

та Слава Україні! 

Марійка Тершаковець, 
Аня і Браєн Томко 

Михайло і Зезя Завадівські 
з дітьми

ers were, in fact, displaced people. All these 
people came up and gave us words of 
appreciation, so we knew we were on the 
right track,” Mr. Slepakov said.

After the Russian military was beaten 
back from Kyiv, it became easier to work on 
new music. Warniakannia was invited to 
numerous events, and eventually it became 
known as one of the most important war-
time music projects in Ukraine.

“The Warniakannia project is created in 
real-time. It does not have an end point yet. 
This process continues. We are constantly 
adding something, inventing something. 
Maybe the longer the war goes on, the big-
ger this album will be,” Mr. Slepakov said.

A concert in Kherson was one of the 
tour’s most challenging but essential stops. 
The city was liberated only a month before 
the event, so it is still slowly recovering. 
Mobile connection is unstable, and many 
residents still need stable internet. 
However, the group managed to bring 
Contour to the city.

Warniakannia has a song about Kherson 
in their show.

“It was written when there were mas-
sive protests in the still occupied city when 
Russians had not yet started to shoot the 
protesters. I just admired the people of 
Kherson. I have many acquaintances and 
friends there. I worried about them and 
supported them as much as possible. Even 
during the occupation, we found complicat-
ed ways to deliver humanitarian aid there,” 
Mr. Slepakov said.

“Kherson was extremely impressive. 
When our team was approaching the city, I 
saw how everyone in the team started hav-
ing wet eyes, and their breathing quick-
ened. I could hardly hold back tears when I 

saw what the Russians had done there,” he 
said.

“I was looking at these poor people who 
had a little break for two hours of the con-
cert. They were carefree, just like before 
the war. They could listen to music and not 
hide from missiles. They could live a bit of 
life and not wait in line for medicine or 
food. Several people texted us and said that, 
‘after the concert, I fell asleep as a very 
happy person. You filled me with so much 
peace and belief that there will definitely be 
victory,’” Mr. Slepakov said.

“It was an extremely moving event. 
These people could not stop talking with 
each other and with us after the concert. 
They did not want to let us go. But they had 
to go home because public transportation 
in Kherson is still very bad, and already at 4 
p.m. the city shuts down. Some people even 
had to leave the concert early because they 
had to get to distant neighborhoods of 
Kherson,” Mr. Slepakov said.

The Contour tour is over, but the group 
is planning to launch a project that will 
include a series of documentaries filmed 
during the tour. 

“In each city, we filmed a documentary 
about life during the war and local activists 
doing something now. These are very dif-
ferent people who work in different fields, 
but each brings victory closer in their way, 
acting in their hometown. Someone is fight-
ing against the Russian heritage in their 
city; someone is trying to turn their home-
town into an important point on the cultur-
al map; someone is rethinking the identity 
of their community. We filmed documenta-
ries about them, which will be released in 
February,” Ms. Vidishcheva said.

“Such projects help us navigate the 
future. Contour is another opportunity to 
realize yourself as part of the culture here 
and now,” Ms. Rybytska said after seeing 
Contour’s last performance.

(Continued from page 3)

Art project...
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Наукове Toвариство ім. Шевченка
в Америці

Христос 
родився!

б а ж а є

українській громаді
радісних свят 

Різдва Христового,
доброго і успішного
Нового 2023 року

Ukrainian Selfreliance 
New England Federal Credit Union

wishes you 
a Merry Christmas 

and a New Year � lled
with peace and happiness!

21 SILAS DEANE HIGHWAY, WETHERSFIELD, CT 06109-1238 PHONES 860-296-4714 • 800-405-4714  FAX 860-296-3499

WESTFIELD BRANCH •103 NORTH ELM STREET, WESTFIELD, MA 01085 • PHONE 413-568-4948  FAX 413-568-4747
NEW BRITAIN BRANCH • 270 BROAD STREET, NEW BRITAIN, CT 06053 • PHONE 860-801-6095  FAX 860-801-6120

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: WWW.USNEFCU.COM

За Крайову Управу СУМ,
Леся Гаргай - Голова
Уляна Йосипів - Секретар 

KРАЙОВА УПРАВА 
СПІЛКИ УКРАЇНСЬКОЇ МОЛОДІ В АМЕРИЦІ

бажає
Ієрархам Українських Церков, 

Світовій Управі СУМ, всім Управам Осередків 
та Булавам Відділів Юнацтва СУМ, членам 

і прихильникам та Українському 
Народові в Україні і в діяспорі

мирних і радісних свят

РІЗДВА ХРИСТОВОГО та ЩАСЛИВОГО НОВОГО РОКУ
ХРИСТОС РОЖДАЄТЬСЯ!              СЛАВІМ ЙОГО!

Український народ у вільній Україні, Ієрархію і Духовенство
Українських Церков, Проводи українських організацій в Україні 

та в діяспорі, Українську світову Кооперативну Раду та 
Централю Українських Кооператив Америки, всіх своїх 

членів, їхні родини та все українське громадянство

З РІЗДВОМ ХРИСТОВИМ І НОВИМ РОКОМ

ХРИСТОС РОЖДАЄТЬСЯ!

Cleveland Selfrelianc FCU
6108 State Road, Parma, Ohio 44134           (440) 884-9111
3010 Charleston Ave., Loraion, Ohio 44055          (440) 277-1901
5553 Whipple Ave., # F, N. Canton, Ohio 44720           (330) 305-0989

C S F C U

ФЕДЕРАЛЬНА КРЕДИТОВА 
КООПЕРАТИВА „САМОПОМІЧ“

у Клівленді, Огайо 
з радістю вітає

       Щиросердечні побажання

   РАДІСНИХ СВЯТ 
    РІЗДВА ХРИСТОВОГО

   та 
ЩАСЛИВОГО НОВОГО РОКУ

для української громади

 з а с и л а є

DNIPRO LLC.
Tel.: (908) 241-2190 • (888) 336-4776
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Thread of memory resonates throughout book of poems by Virlana Tkacz
“Three Wooden Trunks” by Virlana Tkacz. Sandpoint, Idaho: Lost Horse Press, 

2022. 104 pp. ISBN: 9781736432365 (softcover), $20.

by Olena Jennings

During the beginning of the COVID-19 
pandemic, many people felt sheltered with-
in their four walls. The poet, Virlana Tkacz, 
composed the poems in “Three Wooden 
Trunks” during that time, looking for inspi-
ration from the objects within her house. 
The poems in that book evoke memories of 
a different time, sometimes a different 
place. This is especially true in the section 
“Household Goods.”

“Household Goods” includes the poem 
“Moments I Cannot Account For: The 
Book.” It speaks of a book that changed the 
narrator’s life. It is about the power of 
words and the power of the stories that are 
part of the household goods.

Ms. Tkacz, a theater director, uses many 
poems in her productions. She often trans-
lates them with poet Wanda Phipps. This is 
her first collection of original poetry, pub-
lished by a press that boasts a 
Contemporary Ukrainian Poetry Series. 
The poems have been performed previous-
ly by Ms. Tkacz at such venues as The 
Ukrainian Museum in New York. 

The books title itself refers to the objects 
and memories we carry within us. The first 
is about when the narrator’s family arrives 
in the United States with trunks. It’s titled 
“The First Day,” and it begins as follows: My 
mother arrived in N.Y./On May 18, 1949/
With her parents/And three large wooden 
trunks.

The book is organized into sections, 
beginning with “New York Land” and end-
ing with “A Neighborhood on Pause.” The 
sections help to establish a story-line that 
readers can easily follow, putting accents 
on different points.

The narrative aspect of each poem 
shines. For example, “The Second Job” 
reveals a story about famine and survival 
that turns out to be “from life.” The book is 
a Ukrainian immigration story, as well as a 
story of childhood and family.

One immigration story can be found in 
the poem “The First Job,” which addresses 
a time when the narrator’s mother worked 
at the Dress Shoppe as a seamstress. One of 
the first things she bought with money she 
made working at the store was a new 
dress. It was a happy ending to all of her 
hard work.

The stories of childhood reveal a differ-
ent sensibility as the narrator navigates the 
world in general and the American world 
at the same time. The American world 
includes the English language that twists 
on the narrator’s tongue. The book also 
reveals the love of literature – which start-
ed to grow when the narrator was a child – 
in the story of the narrator’s inadvertent 
obsession with “The Song of Igor’s 
Campaign.” The poem pursues her.

The stories of family focus on the narra-
tor’s mother and end with the loss of her 
mother’s memory. This leads Ms. Tkacz to 
maintain those memories.

The book ends with COVID-19 and the 
hope that comes out of protest movements, 
such as Black Lives Matter. Readers will 
close the book by thinking about fighting 
for what is right. The glimmer of hope 
leads readers forward.

One of the most interesting aspects of 
this book is how one memory leads to 

another, and in turn leads the readers into 
their own memories. The poems sing with 
their rhythms, evoking verse that the nar-
rator read in Ukrainian school. When the 
readers finish the book, they will likely 
want to step into another world of the 
author’s creation.

The book is available from the publisher, 
Lost Horse Press, and various booksellers, 
such as Amazon.

 BOOK REVIEW

Virlana Tkacz

Pavlo Terekhov

The poems in “Three Wooden Trunks” 
were composed by Virlana Tkacz during 

the COVID-19 pandemic.

Courtesy of Olena Jennings
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and financial aid was “crucial” to achieving 
final victory.

As he asked for more aid, Mr. Zelenskyy 
sought to hammer home to the American 
people that a war being fought thousands 
of miles away in towns they never heard of 
concerned them directly. He stressed that 
global freedom and democracy as well as 
American security were at stake in Ukraine 
and compared war with Russia to the 
American Revolutionary War.

Ukraine’s defense “is not only for life, 
freedom and the security of Ukrainians. It 
will define whether [there] will be democ-
racy for Ukrainians and for Americans,” Mr. 
Zelenskyy, dressed in his signature, mili-
tary-style olive-green sweater and trousers, 
said in English.

The war “cannot be frozen or postponed, 
it cannot be ignored, hoping that the ocean 
or something else will provide protection,” 
he said.

Mr. Zelenskyy’s trip to the United States 
comes as Congress prepares to vote on a 
sweeping spending bill that includes a pro-
vision to allocate an estimated $45 billion 
in additional military aid to Ukraine.

While the bill is expected to pass, U.S. 
support for Ukraine has waned as the 
10-month war drags on and as Americans 
feel the pinch from high inflation.

Many members of the Republican party, 
which will take control of the House in 
January, have criticized massive aid to 
Ukraine at a time when the U.S. economy is 
suffering and also questioned how the aid 
is being used. Meanwhile, some members 
of the Democratic party have expressed 
concern that growing military aid to 
Ukraine will provoke Russia.

Mr. Zelenskyy sought to address those 

concerns head on, saying U.S. aid was not 
“charity” but rather “an investment in glob-
al security and democracy that we handle 
in the most responsible way.”

The Ukrainian president told Congress 
that he had presented U.S. President Joe 
Biden with a 10-point peace plan but did 
not disclose its contents. The announce-
ment of such a peace plan could soothe 
those members of Congress who had 
been calling for more diplomacy and less 
aid.

Mr. Zelenskyy also said that Iran – which 
the United States has labeled a terrorist 
state – had essentially allied with Russia in 
its war against his country, selling hun-
dreds of deadly kamikaze drones to 
Moscow.

“That is how one terrorist has found the 
other,” he said, a reference to Ukraine’s des-
ignation of Russia as a terrorist state as 
well.

“It is just a matter of time when they will 
strike against your other allies if we do not 
stop them now,” he said.

Mr. Zelenskyy’s visit to Washington 
came a day after his trip to Bakhmut, a city 
in eastern Ukraine at the heart of the war.

Russia has been trying to capture 
Bakhmut for months, shelling the city non-
stop and throwing wave after wave of sol-
diers into the fight.

The capture of Bakhmut would allow 
Russia to disrupt Ukraine’s supply lines but 
also open the door for a future offensive on 
two bigger Ukrainian cities with more 
industry and rail access.

In his address, Mr. Zelenskyy compared 
the heroism of Ukrainian soldiers defend-
ing Bakhmut to that shown by U.S. troops 
fighting Hitler’s military in the Battle of the 
Bulge in 1944, which also occurred during 
the Christmas season.

“Bakhmut stands,” Mr. Zelenskyy said to 
cheers from those inside the House cham-

ber. “Ukraine holds its lines and will never 
surrender.”

He also compared the fighting in 
Bakhmut to the Battle of Saratoga, which 
took place during the U.S. War of Indepen-
dence. The Americans won that battle 
against the English, turning the tide of the 
war.

Mr. Zelenskyy said “more cannons and 
shells are needed” to drive the Russians 
from Bakhmut and open a path to 
Ukraine’s final victory.

“Your support is crucial, not just to stand 
in such a fight, but to get to the turning 
point to win on the battlefield, Mr. 
Zelenskyy said.

He did not directly ask Congress during 
his address for Abrams tanks, F-16 fighter 
jets or the long-range, guided missiles 
known as ATACMS. Ukraine’s military has 
been seeking those weapons for months, 
but the Biden administration has refused as 
of yet to give the green light to those items.

Mr. Zelenskyy, however, indirectly hinted 
at the desire for fighter jets during his 
address, saying Ukraine doesn’t need U.S. 
troops on the ground because his soldiers 
can “perfectly operate American tanks and 
planes themselves.”

The Ukrainian president concluded his 
speech by thanking both parties of 
Congress and the American people for their 
support of Ukraine.

Elise Giuliano, a professor of political sci-
ence at Columbia University’s Harriman 
Institute for Russian, Eurasian and East 
European Studies, told RFE/RL that Mr. 
Zelenskyy was effective in communicating 
to Americans.

“He is appealing to our interest in pro-
tecting democracy but also in our own 
security,” she said. He is “also looking for 
those points of commonality” between the 
two countries.

Ms. Giuliano said that it was wise of Mr. 
Zelenskyy to highlight Iran’s support for 
Russia because many Americans readily 
identify Tehran as a “bad” and “aggressive” 
actor that the United States needs to “stand 
up to.”

Mr. Zelenskyy had arrived in the U.S. 
capital earlier in the day on his first trip 
abroad since the start of Russia’s invasion 
10 months ago.

He held a meeting with Mr. Biden at the 
White House to discuss aid and the course 
of the war before holding talks with 
Congressional leaders from both parties.

Mr. Biden announced a new $1.85 bil-
lion security assistance package for 
Ukraine that includes a Patriot air defense 
battery.

Ukrainian leaders have pleaded for the 
Patriots to be provided, and Mr. Zelenskyy 
said during a news conference with Mr. 
Biden that he would likely ask for more. 
Ukraine needs them to prevent the destruc-
tion of the country’s civilian infrastructure, 
including loss of electricity and heat in the 
cold winter months.

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-zelenskiy-
congress-speech-war-support-biden/ 
32188345.html).

(Continued from page 1)

Zelenskyy makes...

Standing in the gallery of the U.S. House of Representatives in Washington, religious 
leaders and representatives of Ukrainian American diaspora organizations were rec-
ognized by Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy during his speech to a joint 

session of Congress on December 21.

Office of the President of Ukraine
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Romanchuk’s swimming raises public awareness for Ukraine
by Ihor N. Stelmach

If he had won a gold medal at the Tokyo 
Olympics, Mykhailo Romanchuk may have 
retired from swimming. One year later, the 
swimming pool has become his personal 
battleground. It gives him an opportunity 
to do his part in defending his homeland 
from Russian invaders.

Last February when Russia launched its 
full-scale war on Ukraine, Romanchuk’s 
father, Mykhailo, Sr., was quickly sum-
moned from the family’s home in Rivne to 
join the fight. He willingly went to fight 
defend his country. He advised his son to 
do the same for Ukraine in the sports 
world, specifically in the swimming pool.

Competitive swimming became some-
thing much more than vying for medals – 
competing at international events was a 
morale booster for the Ukrainian people in 
the middle of a war and an important 
opportunity to raise public awareness for 
Ukraine’s fight for freedom.

The younger Romanchuk accepted his 
responsibility and used it as inspiration 
toward some of his best performances in 
2022. His achievements proved to be even 
more amazing considering his family and 
friends are fighting to defend their home-
land. The medals he won are looked upon 
as more than just individual accomplish-
ments. In the midst of a brutal war, 
Ukrainian people everywhere are proud of 
their athletes’ podium victories.

A difficult year

Romanchuk experienced difficulties in 
his life prior to Russia’s armed forces 
storming over Ukraine’s borders. At the 
2021 Tokyo Olympics, he won a silver 
medal in the 1,500-meter freestyle and a 
bronze medal in the 800-meter freestyle. 
Those were the first Olympic swimming 
medals for Ukraine since 2004, when Yana 
Klochkova won two golds and Andriy 
Serdinov took home a bronze.

Romanchuk’s two Olympic medals fol-

lowed his gold medals in both events at the 
European Championships. He hoped and 
wanted gold medals in Tokyo, and had he 
climbed to the top of the Olympic podium 
at age 25, it might have been enough for 
him to step away from the sport.

Romanchuk appreciated some rest and 
relaxation after the Olympics, only to begin 
suffering hardships. His grandmother 
passed away in the fall, and soon after he 
became ill, keeping him out of the water for 
a week. Being a bit out of shape due to lack 
of training did not stop him from entering 
the FINA Short Course World Champion-
ships last December where he managed to 
win bronze in the 1,500-meter event.

Coming back to Ukraine from the Abu 
Dhabi event, he again got sick and, shortly 
after getting back in the pool, war broke 

out and training became impossible for a 
couple of weeks while the country reacted 
to Russia’s invasion.

Romanchuk’s father headed eastward to 
the front while his family remained home 
in western Ukraine, away from heavy fight-
ing, but still susceptible to Russian missiles 
and bombings. Romanchuk was off to 
Germany, invited to train by his friend and 
competitor Florian Wellbrock. Maryna 
Bekh-Romanchuk, his Olympic wife, joined 
them in Germany.

Amid all of the turmoil and bedlam, 
Romanchuk answered with an exceptional 
summer season. At the World Champion-
ships in Budapest, he won a bronze medal 
in the 800-meter freestyle event, finished 
fifth in the 1,500-meter race and won 
bronze in the 5-kilometer event. He then 

won gold in the 1,500-meter freestyle at 
the European Championships in Rome 
where he set a new national record with a 
time of 14:36:10. He finished fourth in the 
800-meter freestyle.

Training in Germany

Training in Magdeburg, Germany, with 
coach Bernd Berkhahn and Wellbrock 
stimulates Romanchuk’s competitiveness. 
He has trained there with up-and-coming 
star Lukasz Martens who has won medals 
in the 400-meter and 800-meter freestyle 
events. The trio competes on a daily basis 
to win training heats in the pool. The 
Ukrainian is appreciative of the opportuni-
ty to train with the group, and in return he 
provides his competitors with some extra 
motivation ahead of the 2024 Paris 
Olympics.

The mental reboot for Romanchuk has 
proven to be critical. He has explored open 
water swimming, which is an enjoyable 
new test for his swimming skills and a 
change of pace from training. He is enter-
taining the possibility of adding the 
10-kilometer event to his reportoire at the 
2024 Olympics. Finding fresh challenges in 
the upcoming years keeps him competitive 
and committed to his sport.

Going forward

The war in Ukraine remains a reality 
that Romanchuk has to face on a daily 
basis. His father has temporarily returned 
back home to recuperate before being 
redeployed. Romanchuk cannot return 
home for safety reasons. He will remain 
abroad, fulfilling the role of an elite athlete 
and an advocate for Ukraine. While the war 
rages, the Ukrainian Armed Forces are 
fighting for their freedom and their land. 
Meanwhile, Ukrainian athletes are fighting 
to raise awareness of their country in 
sports arenas and stadiums.

Romanchuk is being pushed in the com-

Mykhailo Romanchuk (right) met with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy in 
August 2021 after Romanchuk won silver and bronze medals at the 2020 Tokyo 

Olympics.

Wikipedia

Ukrainian Americans in Michigan mark 90th anniversary of Holodomor
by Marie Zarycky

WARREN, Mich. – The Detroit Regional Council of the 
Ukrainian National Women’s League of America (UNWLA) 
and the Ukrainian American Civic Committee (UACC) of 
metropolitan Detroit co-sponsored the commemoration of 
the 90th anniversary of the Holodomor. The event took 
place at the Ukrainian Cultural Center (UCC) in Warren, 
Mich., on November 20.

Victor Rud, a Detroit native who now lives in New 
Jersey, delivered the keynote address on the topic 
“Yesterday’s Holodomor and Today’s Global Security.” Mr. 
Rud has spoken domestically, internationally and at the 
United Nations on issues related to relations between the 
United States and Russia, and on Ukraine. Most recently, he 
spoke at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, and the 

State Department’s Foreign Service Institute.
In his presentation, Mr. Rudd discussed the current war 

in Ukraine, both from a historical perspective and in terms 
of parallels in the objectives, methods and outcomes 
between the Holodomor and Russia’s current full-scale 
war on Ukraine.

Ukrainian clergy led the group in solemn prayer for the 
victims of the Holodomor. A Requiem Service was officiat-
ed by Rev. Emilian Dorosh, pastor of St. Josaphat Ukrainian 
Catholic Church in Warren, Mich.; Rev. Dr. Paul 
Bodnarchuk, pastor of St. Mary the Protectress Ukrainian 
Orthodox Cathedral in Southfield, Mich.; Rev. Volodymyr 
Petriv, pastor of Our Lady of Perpetual Help in Dearborn, 
Mich.; and Deacon Zenon Czornij.

The Detroit branch of Plast Ukrainian Scouting 
Organization in the U.S.A., led by Oksana Zavadenko, orga-
nized a candlelight ceremony to honor Holodomor victims.

Local community leaders – among them metropolitan 
Detroit UACC President Ulana Kushner, New Wave 
President Ruslana Proonko, UCC President Lesia Florchuk 
and Marta Kwitkowsky, vice president of the Detroit 
Region Council of the UNWLA – presented the Great 
Friend of Ukraine award to Jim Fouts, the mayor of 
Warren, Mich., and U.S. Rep. Andy Levin. The event also 
acknowledged the president of the Michigan Division of 
the Polish American Congress, Anna Bankowska, for sup-
porting Ukrainian refugees.

The event also featured three proclamations – from 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, Mr. Fouts, and the 
Michigan state legislature - which were displayed with an 
exhibit on the Holodomor.

The emcee for the event, Marie Zarycky, acknowledged 
Maria Sulkiwska, Alexandra Misiong and Valentyna 

Bykovets, three local Ukrainian Americans who survived 
the Holodomor.  She welcomed various guests, including 
members of the Warren, Mich., City Council: Ron 
Papandrea, Angela Rogensues and Eddie Kabacinski.

She also welcomed Michigan state Reps. Padma Kuppa 
and Lori Stone, before thanking representatives of the 
Ukrainian Selfreliance Michigan Federal Credit Union and 
the Selfreliance Federal Credit Union branch in Warren, 
Mich., both of which provided financial support for the 
event.

Participants were then uplifted with a performance by 
Dr. Solomia Soroka on violin and Dr. Arthur Green on 
piano.

U.S. Rep. Andy Levin (second from the right) was pre-
sented with an award during a commemoration to mark 
the 90th anniversary of the Holodomor. The emcee for 
the event, Marie Zarycky (left) presented the award 
together with Lesia Florchuk (second from the left) and 

Ruslana Proonko.

Members of the Ukrainian clergy led the audience in 
prayer during a commemoration to mark the 90th anni-
versary of the Holodomor that took place in Warren, 

Mich., on November 20.

Vitali Bazyak

(Continued on page 23)
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systems handed over by Russia to combat 
duty as he raised his country’s relationship 
with Russia. “Russia cannot go anywhere 
without us; we cannot do anything without 
Russia,” Mr. Lukashenka said. Putin also 

denied having an interest in absorbing 
Belarus or any other country, saying such 
rumors came from “ill-wishers.” The U.S. 
State Department said the statement was 
“the height of irony” as Putin seeks to 
absorb Ukraine. Speaking at a daily brief-
ing, spokesman Ned Price said Washington 
would continue to watch very closely 
whether or not Belarus would provide 

additional support to Putin and would 
respond “appropriately” if it does. Putin’s 
visit to Minsk was his first trip in more 
than three years to see the Belarusian 
strongman and came hours after Russian 
forces attacked the power grid and other 
infrastructure in Ukraine using kamikaze 
drones in an early morning attack on Kyiv 
and its surrounding districts. Mr. Luka-
shenka’s office said prior to the meeting 
that the pair would hold one-on-one talks 
as well as wider negotiations with their 
ministers on integration, while Kremlin 
spokesman Dmitry Peskov rejected specu-
lation that Russia would press its western 
neighbor to go to war against Ukraine. 
Analysts and military officials said before 
the talks that Putin may seek to persuade 
Mr. Lukashenka to deploy Belarusian sol-
diers alongside Russian forces in a joint 
attack on Ukraine. Other experts say the 
Russian leader may be trying to distract 
Ukraine’s military leadership and draw its 
forces away from fierce fighting in the east 
and toward the border with Belarus in the 
north. Ukrainian Lt. Gen. Serhiy Nayev said 
on December 18 that the two leaders were 
likely to discuss the “broader involvement” 
of the Belarusian military in the war. 
Speaking to reporters ahead of Putin’s 
departure, Mr. Peskov called reports that 
Putin would push Mr. Lukashenka to take a 
more active role in the war “groundless” 
and “stupid.” Defense Minister Sergei 
Shoigu was also reported to be in Minsk for 
meetings with his Belarusian counterpart 
as Russia faces manpower issues after 10 
months of fierce resistance by Ukraine. 
Russia is currently training thousands of its 
own troops in Belarus as it lacks enough 
facilities at home. Moscow transferred at 
least 50 Ural military trucks to Belarus on 
December 16, according to a watchdog 
group that monitors the movement of 
Russian troops. Experts have said that 
Russia may be preparing them for a large-
scale offensive early next year. Russia used 
Belarus, which shares a 1,000-kilometer 
border with Ukraine, as a launching pad for 
its invasion. However, Belarusian forces did 
not participate in the attack. (RFE/RL, with 
reporting by AFP and AP)

IMF approves Ukraine program

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
says it has approved a monitoring program 
for Ukraine that is “designed to help 
Ukraine maintain stability and catalyze 
donor financing” as it struggles to meet its 
financial needs amid Russia’s invasion. The 
Washington-based agency said in a state-
ment late on December 19 that Moscow’s 
war, which is now in its 300th day, has had 
“a devastating social and economic impact 
on Ukraine,” resulting in a severe economic 
contraction, while inflation remains high 
and public finances are under “extreme” 
pressure. “Notwithstanding all these 
strains, the authorities have largely man-
aged to maintain macroeconomic and 
financial stability, and they are committed 
to continue adapting policies to fast chang-
ing circumstances, including in the case of 
a severe downside scenario,” the IMF said. 
“Against this background, management has 
approved the authorities’ request for 
Program Monitoring with Board Invol-
vement (PMB). The PMB is tailored to 
Ukraine’s exceptional circumstances, to 
help the authorities implement prudent 
macroeconomic policies during this partic-
ularly difficult period and catalyze donor 
financing,” it added. Russia invaded 
Ukraine in late February, but its troops 
have been bogged down recently, with sol-
diers having been forced to make three 
major retreats. The fiercest fighting is cur-
rently in Donetsk, on the Bakhmut-
Avdiyivka line in eastern Ukraine. Russia 
has been using cruise missiles and Iranian-
built drones to hammer Ukraine’s energy 

infrastructure nationwide as part of an 
apparent strategy to try to freeze 
Ukrainians and demoralize the population 
during the winter months. Ukrainian offi-
cials have raced to repair damaged infra-
structure and called for donations from the 
West, both for generators and power-grid 
equipment, but also for more advanced air-
defense systems and funding to keep the 
country running. The IMF said the program 
will focus on a targeted set of policy actions 
to support macroeconomic and financial 
stability, which will require enhancing rev-
enue mobilization, containing monetary 
financing and therefore reviving domestic 
debt markets. At the same time, the four-
month PMB will try to promote transparen-
cy and preserve “hard-won” gains from 
past IMF-supported programs, including in 
the areas of independence of the National 
Bank of Ukraine, the IMF said. (RFE/RL)

Reznikov thanks Bulgaria for military aid

Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksiy 
Reznikov on December 19 thanked his 
Bulgarian counterpart, Dimitar Stoyanov, 
for Bulgaria’s decision to provide security 
assistance to Ukraine. Mr. Reznikov said it 
was an honor to welcome Mr. Stoyanov to 
Ukraine, adding that he is looking forward 
to further defense cooperation between 
Kyiv and Sofia. The Bulgarian National 
Assembly on December 9 approved the 
country’s first military assistance package 
to Ukraine. The vote followed months of 
political squabbling on the issue in the 
Balkan North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) member state. (RFE/RL’s Ukrainian 
Service)

Zelenskyy calls to transfer Saakashvili

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelens-
kyy has urged Georgian authorities “to be 
merciful” and transfer jailed former 
Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili, 
who is a Ukrainian citizen, to a medical 
facility abroad given the deteriorating state 
of his health. In a video statement late on 
December 19, Mr. Zelenskyy said that with 
Christmas nearing “it is the exact time to 
take this kind of step.” “All most likely could 
see Mikheil Saakashvili’s current state and 
what his health state is. Therefore, I urge 
the Georgian people, Georgian authorities – 
it is necessary to be merciful. ... What is 
happening with Mikheil now is a humilia-
tion. It is not good for Georgia. It must be 
stopped,” Mr. Zelenskyy said. Mr. Saaka-
shvili, who was Georgia’s president from 
2004 to 2013, is serving a six-year sentence 
for abuse of power, a charge that he and his 
supporters say was politically motivated. 
His medical team says his health has wors-
ened significantly since he went to prison 
in October 2021 and staged repeated hun-
ger strikes to protest his incarceration. He 
currently is being treated at a Tbilisi clinic, 
but lawyers have sought to have his sen-
tence suspended so he can be transferred 
abroad for more intensive care. In early 
December, Mr. Saakashvili’s legal team dis-
tributed a medical report that said he had 
been “poisoned” with heavy metals while 
in custody and risked dying without proper 
treatment. But Georgian officials have 
raised doubts about how critical the situa-
tion is. On December 14, Georgia’s 
Penitentiary Service released video it said 
was taken on August 9, October 4 and 
December 12 showing Mr. Saakashvili in a 
medical facility in Tbilisi. It said this was 
“proof that his life is not in danger.” Mr. 
Saakashvili’s supporters, however, ques-
tioned the editing of the videos. Mr. 
Saakashvili’s lawyer, Shalva Khachapuridze, 
also accused Penitentiary Service officials 
of committing a criminal offense by releas-
ing the footage without his client’s consent. 
Mr. Saakashvili is currently on trial on sepa-
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809 SOUTH MAIN STREET • MANVILLE, NJ 08835

• Serving Ukrainian families for over 60 years
• Over 40 granite colors to choose from
• Custom etchings
• House appointments available
• Serving the tri-state area
• 5 minutes from St. Andrew Ukrainian Cemetery  
   in South Bound Brook, NJ

Tel. 800-458-5467  •  908-722-3130  •  Fax 908-253-0027
KulinskiMemorials@msn.com  •  KulinskiMemorials.com

Run your advertisement here, 
in The Ukrainian Weekly’s CLASSIFIEDS section.

   
KELLER WILLIAMS VALLEY REALTY

123 Tice Blvd., Woodcli�  Lake, NJ 07677
Tel.: 201-391-2500 x349

natalkad@kw.com

NATALKA DOBLOSKY 
Наталка Доблоська
Licensed NJ Real Estate Salesperson

PROFESSIONALS

TO PLACE YOUR AD CALL WALTER HONCHARYk (973) 292-9800 x3040
or e-mail  advertising@ukrweekly.com

SERVICES

SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES

Earn Extra incomE!
The Ukrainian Weekly is looking 

for advertising sales agents.
For additional information contact  

Walter Honcharyk, Advertising Manager,  
The Ukrainian Weekly, 973-292-9800, ext 3040.

ОКСАНА СТАНЬКО
Ліцензований продавець

Страхування Життя

OKSANA STANKO
Licensed Life Insurance Agent  

Ukrainian National Assn., Inc.

Tel.: 908-872-2192
email: stankouna@optimum.net

LAW OFFICES OF  
ZENON B. MASNYJ, ESQ.___________________
In the East Village since 1983

Serious personal injury, real estate 
for personal and business use,  

representation of small and mid-
size businesses, divorce, wills and 

probate (New York matters only).

(By Appointment Only)

140 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10003

212-477-3002
zbmasnyj@verizon.net

If 212-477-3002 landline busy, 
please call 201-247-2413
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rate charges of violently dispersing an anti-
government rally in November 2007 and 
illegal border crossing. He has rejected 
those charges as well, calling them trumped 
up. (RFE/RL’s Echo of the Caucasus)

Navalny ways Wagner recruited fellow inmates

Jailed Russian opposition politician 
Alexei Navalny says the leader of the noto-
rious Wagner mercenary group, Yevgeny 
Prigozhin, recruited dozens of inmates 
from the penal colony where Mr. Navalny is 
being held in the Vladimir region, 70 kilo-
meters east of Moscow. Mr. Navalny, who is 
currently in solitary confinement, said on 
Twitter on December 21 that another 
inmate told him of Mr. Prigozhin’s two vis-
its to the colony in recent days. Mr. 
Prigozhin has recruited thousands of pris-
on inmates across Russia to fight in the 
Moscow-launched war on Ukraine. (RFE/
RL’s Russian Service)

Orban calls for end of European Parliament

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban, 
whose right-wing nationalist government 
has been targeted by corruption accusa-
tions and criticized for backsliding on the 
rule of law, on December 21 accused the 
European Union of “Hungarophobia” and 
pointed the finger at the scandal-ridden 
European Parliament, calling for its disso-
lution. In his annual international news 
conference – one of the rare occasions 
when he faces the foreign media – Mr. 
Orban said the corruption scandal current-
ly engulfing the bloc’s legislature had cast 
doubts over its credibility, and he said he 
supports dissolving the body in its current 
form. One of the European Parliament’s 
vice presidents earlier this month was 
charged in connection with allegations of 
bribery by soccer World Cup host Qatar. 
“The swamp should be drained,” Mr. Orban 
said, using a phrase first coined by former 
U.S. President Donald Trump, a close 
Orban ally. “The Hungarians would like for 
the European Parliament to be dissolved in 
its current form,” Mr. Orban said. Mr. Orban 
and his ruling Fidesz party reacted angrily 
in September after the European 
Parliament ruled that Hungary was no lon-
ger a “full democracy.” Speaking at the 
news conference, Mr. Orban reiterated his 
calls to curtail the European Parliament’s 
power and have European Union mem-
bers’ governments appoint lawmakers 
rather than allow their election by direct 
vote, as is the current procedure. Under Mr. 
Orban, who has been in power continuous-
ly since 2010 after a first stint in 1998-
2002, E.U. member Hungary has seen an 
accelerated slide toward authoritarianism 
and widespread corruption. The European 
Commission, the 27-member bloc’s execu-
tive body, has recommended freezing 13 
billion euros ($13.8 billion) in funds ear-
marked for Hungary as it calls for anti-graft 

reforms, but it accepted a compromise this 
month, reducing the amount of blocked 
funding in exchange for Budapest dropping 
its objections on aid for Ukraine and a 
global minimum corporate tax. “We were 
able to agree with the E.U., which was an 
exceptional performance by us as we had 
to fight against Hungarophobia in a world 
dominated by liberalism,” Mr. Orban said, 
taking aim at the bloc’s rule-of-law process 
as “a serious nail in the E.U.’s coffin.” “It 
should be pulled out. What the E.U. is doing 
today is a few rule-of-law people trying to 
impose their will on a few countries,” Mr. 
Orban said. Mr. Orban is widely considered 
to be Russian President Vladimir Putin’s 
closest E.U. ally and he has repeatedly 
claimed that sanctions prompted by 
Moscow’s unprovoked invasion of Ukraine 
have caused more damage to European 
economies than to Russia. “If it were up to 
us, there would not be a sanctions policy,” 
Mr. Orban said. However, he again tried to 
play both sides, stating that he would not 
stand in the way of the bloc passing fresh 
punitive measures. (RFE/RL’s Hungarian 
Service, with reporting by AP and AFP)

Russians pillaged cultural institutions

Russian forces pillaged thousands of 
valuable artifacts and artworks from two 
museums, a cathedral and a national 
archive in the Ukrainian city of Kherson 
before withdrawing in early November, 
Human Rights Watch (HRW) said on 
December 20. “In the final days of occupy-
ing Kherson, Russian forces loaded paint-
ings, gold, silver, ancient Greek artifacts, 
religious icons and historical documents 
onto trucks bound for Russian-controlled 
territories,” said HRW’s Belkis Wille. Since 
February 24, Russian forces have reported-
ly looted at least five other cultural institu-
tions in southern Ukraine – cases that 
amount to war crimes, HRW said. (RFE/RL)

Crimean activist dies fighting in Ukraine

Ukrainian rights activist and former 
political prisoner Hennadiy Afanasyev has 
died fighting Russian troops in eastern 
Ukraine. Mr. Afanasyev’s wife, Lyudmyla 
Afanasyeva, told RFE/RL on December 21 
that her husband was killed in combat in 
eastern Ukraine. Mr. Afanasyev enlisted in 
the Ukrainian Army soon after Russia 
launched its full-scale invasion in February. 
He spent two years as a political prisoner 
after being arrested on terrorism charges 
shortly after Crimea was seized in 2014. He 
was released in a prisoner swap in 2016. 
(RFE/RL’s Crimean.Realities)

Bill on desecration of St. George ribbon

Russian parliament’s lower chamber, 
the State Duma, has approved the final 
reading of a bill criminalizing the desecra-
tion of the St. George ribbon, which was 
banned in Ukraine as a symbol of Russian 
aggression in 2017. According to the bill 
that was approved on December 20, the 
desecration of the St. George ribbon may 
be punished by a 5 million ruble ($74,500) 

fine or up to five years in prison. The move 
comes as the Kremlin looks to quell dis-
sent and control the narrative during its 
unprovoked invasion of Ukraine. Parlia-
ment’s upper chamber, the Federation 
Council, must still approve the bill before 
President Vladimir Putin signs it into law. 
The ribbon dates back to 1769, when 
Russian empress Catherine the Great 
established the Order of St. George. The 
medal was attached to a ribbon of black 
and yellow – later orange. In 1945, the 
Soviet Union resurrected the orange-and-
black for a medal to celebrate victory over 

Nazi Germany in World War II. The colors 
then became part of annual May 9 Victory 
Day celebrations in the Soviet Union and 
then in Russia, and they were handed out 
en masse in Russia starting in 2005. Nearly 
a decade later, activists supporting Russia’s 
2014 seizure of Ukraine’s Crimean Penin-
sula and involvement in a war in eastern 
Ukraine began using the ribbon as a sym-
bol, and it is now widely associated with 
Russian aggression. Since 2015, Ukrainians 
have used a red poppy to remember victory 
over Nazi Germany. (RFE/RL’s Russian 
Service)
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Irene Hordinsky
108, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, passed 
away on December 2nd, 2022. She was 
born in Kalush, Ukraine on January 
12, 1914. As a young, married woman 

with two young sons, she and her husband were 
displaced by WWII and came to New York City 
and then to North Dakota, where her husband 
established a successful medical practice in Drake. 
Irene lived through two world wars, travelled the 
world, and was literate in six languages.  She was an accomplished 
language tutor to many high school students and a steadfast volunteer 
at the Drake library. Since 2010, she lived with her daughter Maria and 
her husband, Bob Kramarczuk, on the Parkway.  One son, Walter, moved 
to Minneapolis with Irene in 2010; he passed away in 2014. Her other 
son, Jerry, worked as a flight surgeon for NASA and as a research director 
for the FAA.  He passed away in 2000. Maria is a dermatologist at the 
University of Minnesota.

The family wishes to acknowledge Irene in a beautiful script written by 
her granddaughter Kristina on the day she passed away: «Dear Bapsha, 
I don’t even know where to begin. You were and always will be such a 
strong pillar in my life, in mom’s, in our family, and in the community. May 
the world always remember your beautiful soul and your genuine love 
for everyone you met and knew in your lifetime. You radiated resilience, 
confidence, beauty, knowledge and so much more. This Christmas will 
not feel the same without you being the first I greet when I enter the 
house, speaking to me in Ukrainian even when I don’t understand (and 
giggling when I look so confused), telling me about the latest news you 
read in the paper, or showing me a family picture a friend from across 
the world had sent you. I swear that the relationships you built and kept 
and the way you cherished your children, grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren is what kept you on this earth for 108 years. I guess I took 
your years with us for granted and just thought you would be around 
forever. I know though that uncle Walter is so excited to have you in 
heaven with him and can only hear him saying “Mama” and giving you 
such a big hug. Losing you has been so hard for me, but I am so happy to 
know you are at peace and forever leaving your mark on this world. I love 
you, Bapsha, forever and always.»

Irene is survived by her daughter Maria, who misses the presence of 
this stately lady deeply, and her husband Robert (Bohdan) Kramarczuk; 
granddaughter, Dr. Irene Mannering with husband Nick and children 
Laryssa and Isaac of Reno, Nevada; granddaughter, Dr. Catherine 
Voulgarides with husband Anthony and daughter Cielle of New 
York City; grandson, Alexander Kramarczuk, JD of Ketchikan, Alaska; 
granddaughter, Kristina Kramarczuk (defending her PhD thesis in 
February) of Washington D.C.; daughter-in-law Martha Hordinsky of 
Oklahoma City with granddaughters Tamara, Natalie, and Andrea; her 
sister-in-law Stefania Tysowsky and daughter Ulana Stepchuk and family; 
Bianca Seabold with husband Jim and children Drew and Cayden of St. 
Paul; Stefan Kramarczuk with wife Dana and children Aria and Lucas of 
Bloomington; Adrian Kramarczuk and children Chloe, Adrian Jr., and 
Adriana of Aitken; and nieces and nephews and their families: Olenka 
Yurchuk and Ksenia Hapij of New Jersey; George Tysowsky and Anna 
Ortynskyj Rybak of New York; Lada Caillat of Paris, France; Laryssa Toliver 
of Massachusetts; and a host of other relatives. Irene was preceded in 
death by her husband, Dr. Bohdan Hordinsky and by her sons, Dr. Jerry 
Hordinsky and Walter Hordinsky. 

Visitation will be Ukrainian style Tuesday, December 27th, 4-7 PM at 
Gill Brothers Funeral Home, 5801 Lyndale Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN.  
Funeral services (Divine Liturgy) will take place at 11:00 AM Wednesday, 
December 28th at Annunciation Church, Minneapolis, MN, with visitation 
one hour prior to service. 

The family sends special thanks to Roma, Lasha, Halya and Margaret for 
the love and attention they gave Irene.   Special thanks to Dr. Jim Pacala, 
(primary care) for his wisdom in geriatric medicine and to Gigi and the staff  
from Annunciation and to the many friends in Drake, who always were 
there for Irene and our family. The family requests that, in lieu of flowers, 
donations or memorials be directed to Drake Dollars for Scholars, https://
drake.dollarsforscholars.org, Annunciation, St. Constantine Ukrainian 
Catholic Church, or the Ukrainian Cultural Institute in Dickinson, North 
Dakota.

May her memory be eternal.  Вічная пам’ять!

petitive arena by established distance 
swimmers like Gregorio Paltrinieri and 
Wellbrock, as well as some youngsters on 
the horizon like Bobby Finke, Martens and 
Lorenzo Gallossi.

He is feeling pressure from several dif-
ferent sides in addition to his own strong 
inner drive. Considered a positive person, 
he is attempting to use all of these assets to 
his advantage.

The war with Russia has given him a 
fresh outlook. If the swimming pool has 

become his battleground, then working dil-
igently in practice and demonstrating self-
control are insignificant when compared to 
what other Ukrainians have contributed in 
the battle with Russia.

When he gets tired and feels the loss of 
power and energy, he knows that he must 
be mentally strong. When Romanchuk is 
working out physically and swimming fast, 
he knows that the Ukrainian army is fight-
ing to push Russian troops out of Ukraine.

(The story above was written based on 
reporting by Swimming World Magazine.)

Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.

(Continued from page 21)

Romanchuk’s...
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The best in the world went at it at the 
2022 Wrestling World Cup in Coralville, 
Iowa, on December 10-11. The women’s 
competition had the United States, Japan, 
Mongolia, Ukraine, China and an All-World 
Team made up of wrestlers who placed 
highly in international competition, but 
whose countries failed to qualify for this 
event. Having nearly swept the U23 World 
Championships, Japan was the favorite 
among the women’s teams.

After dispatching Mongolia by a score of 
7-3 in the first round of women’s action 
and Japan (5-5, 24-17) in the second round, 
Ukraine advanced to the final against China. 
Wins by Oksana Livach (50 kg), Alina 
Hrushyna Akobiia (55 kg), Yuliia Tkach 
Ostapchuk (57 kg), Iryna Koliadenko (62 
kg), Tetiana Sova Rizhko (68 kg) and 
Anastasiia Shustova (76 kg) propelled the 
Ukrainian women to a 6-4 victory over 
China and Ukraine’s first-ever Unified 
World Wrestling (UWW) women’s freestyle 
World Cup title. With pins by Ostapchuk 
and Koliadenko, Ukraine never trailed and 
topped a red-hot China squad.

Omelchenko making history at 
World Darts Championship

Vladyslav Omelchenko will become the 
first-ever Ukrainian to play in the World 
Darts Championship. He gained entry into 
the tournament after the governing body 
canceled the usual Euro Asian qualifier 
which has always been dominated by 
Russian players and replaced it with a 
Ukrainian event. The change was made in 
reaction to Russia’s full-scale war on 
Ukraine.

The 47-year-old from Kryvyi Rih, 

Ukraine, won the qualifying event in Kyiv to 
earn his slot at the Alexandra Palace in 
London. He was scheduled to face Luke 
Woodhouse in the first round on December 
18.

Omelchenko admitted that a win over 
Woodhouse would be the highlight of his 
career, but he also recognized the greater 
significance of participating on the famous 
Alexandra Palace stage – being the first per-
son from his country to compete at a world 
championship.

In speaking with the U.K.’s Daily Star on 
December 8, the Ukrainian expressed his 
utmost appreciation.

“I have no words to express my gratitude 
and gratitude to all the players of Ukraine 
to the Professional Darts Corporation. This 
is not only an opportunity to play on the 
greatest darts stage, but also a huge boost 
to the development of darts in our country.”

Omelchenko explained that darts did not 
begin appearing on Ukrainian television 
until 2004. He began to play in 2008, but 
only after having bought a board for his 
oldest son. After seeing a game once on 
Eurosport and trying out the sport, he soon 
bought himself his own set.

Omelchenko is retired, so he can typical-
ly practice for up to seven hours on a daily 
basis. Darts were becoming more popular 
prior to the war with Russia.

“Before the war, many people played in 
Ukraine,” he said. “Now it’s hard to say, but 
there will be about 90 permanent players. 
Before the war, there were seven or eight 
major tournaments for the whole year, the 
rest played in their regional leagues. It’s 
hard to travel around the country now.”

Omelchenko headed into the Worlds 

with some momentum, having won nation-
al titles in singles and doubles in early 
December. The very fact that tournaments 
were successfully held in Ukraine is still 
another vivid example of the resiliency and 
spirit that the people of Ukraine continue to 
demonstrate.

Blackouts and bombs in his war-torn 
homeland did not stop Omelchenko from 
fulfilling his dream of becoming Ukraine’s 
darts trailblazer. He temporarily gets to 
escape the sirens warning of incoming 
Russian missiles to sample the normality of 
life in England. He is carrying a torch for 
Ukrainian freedom fighters against Russian 
President Vladimir Putin’s tyranny. He was 
forced to train by the light of a lantern for 
more than a month because of power out-
ages in his country.

“The war has had a strong influence,” 
Omelchenko said. “All plans for the future 
were violated, you have to live with the 
constant thought that you can get under 
fire, fear for myself, for relatives.”

Omelchenko went on to lose to the far 
superior Woodhouse in straight sets at the 
Alexandra Palace.

Kalinina affected by war

The effects of the ongoing war continue 
to be felt in the world of professional tennis. 
The worst possible scenario unfolded at 
Wimbledon when Elena Rubakina won the 
ladies’ singles – she is a Russian player who 
acquired Kazakhstani citizenship at age 19 
for financial support. She was victorious 
despite the British ban on Russian and 

Vladyslav Omelchenko celebrated his country’s first appearance at the 2022 World 
Darts Championships in London, which is being held on December 15 through 

January 3, 2023.

Taylor Lanning/Professional Darts Corporation

Ukraine’s women wrestlers win World Cup

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelens-
kyy is upset at the potential of Russian and 
Belarusian athletes returning to interna-
tional competitions. Following talks with 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) 
President Thomas Bach, Zelenskyy tweeted 
that athletes from those two countries 
should remain banned from the interna-
tional sporting arena while the war in 
Ukraine rages on. Zelenskyy wrote on 
Twitter that, “as long as Russia destroys 
peaceful life, [there is] only isolation [for 
Russia].”

Zelenskyy also urged the IOC to contrib-
ute to rebuilding Ukrainian sporting infra-
structure and equipment destroyed by 
Russia.

“Since February, 184 Ukrainian athletes 
have died as a result of Russia’s actions, and 
Russia itself uses sports for propaganda 
purposes,” Zelenskyy said. “A fair response 
for a terrorist state can only be complete 
isolation in the international arena. In par-
ticular, this applies to international sports 
events.”

Following an IOC Executive Board meet-
ing earlier in December, Bach said the orga-
nization was exploring avenues to over-
come the “dilemma” of Russian and 
Belarusian athletes participating at the 
2024 Paris Olympics. At the same time, 
Bach was adamant that sanctions banning 
Russian and Belarusian athletes from inter-
national competitions would remain “firm-
ly in place.”

Earlier in December at the Olympic 

Summit, leading representatives from the 
Olympic Movement agreed to follow up on 
a proposal by the Olympic Council of Asia 
to enable Russian and Belarusian athletes 
who are in full respect of the Olympic 

Charter and sanctions to participate in 
competitions.

Any endorsement of Russian and 
Belarusian athletes competing in the next 
Olympics would permit them to do so 
strictly as neutral competitors.

Zelenskyy was quick to reply, stating, 
“One cannot try to be neutral when the 

foundations of peaceful life are being 
destroyed and universal human val-

ues are being ignored.”

FIFA denies Zelenskyy’s 
request

President Zelenskyy asked to be 
given the opportunity to deliver a 

message for world peace before the 
kickoff of the FIFA World Cup final on 
December 18. His request was denied by 
FIFA.

Prior to soccer’s most prestigious global 
tournament, FIFA President Gianni 
Infantino issued his own plea for a cease-
fire in Ukraine for the duration of World 
Cup competition. FIFA has managed to suc-
cessfully distance itself from any political 
talk at the tournament despite banning 
Russia completely from the competition 
some nine months ago.

President Zelenskyy was looking for-
ward to making an appearance at the tour-
nament and issue a plea to stop hostilities 
before the final match between Argentina 
and France. Zelenskyy had been afforded 
chances to speak on the subject at other 
major events like the Group of 20 (G-20) 

Nations Summit, the Grammys and the 
Cannes Film Festival. This time his request 
was denied.

On December 16, CNN reported that 
Zelenskyy offered to appear via a pre-
recorded video message that would have 
been broadcast to fans in the stadium 
before the opening of the match. After at 
least a pair of discussions on the matter, the 
final response was no.

Responding on behalf of FIFA, Infantino 
said that world football’s governing body 
had stopped some “political statements” in 
Qatar because its position is to “take care of 
everyone.”

In an official media statement, Infantino 
said, “We are a global organization and we 
don’t discriminate against anyone. We are 
defending values; we are defending human 
rights and [the] rights of everyone at the 
World Cup.”

Usyk mandated to fight Dubois

A potential undisputed confrontation 
between world champion Oleksandr Usyk 
and Tyson Fury is on hold after the 
Ukrainian was ordered to defend his World 
Boxing Association (WBA) heavyweight 
title against WBA Super champion Daniel 
Dubois.

In August, Usyk retained his WBA, World 
Boxing Organization (WBO), International 
Boxing Federation (IBF) and International 
Boxing Organization (IBO) titles when he 

Anhelina Kalinina, seen at Wimbledon in 
2019, won the Open de Limoges tourna-
ment on December 17 in Angers, France.

Wikipedia

Zelenskyy opposes Russian athletes at 2024 Olympics

(Continued on page 27)
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Plast Stanytsia Newark
along with Lanka Batkiv

cordially invites you to

Plast Newark Debutante Ball
Saturday, January 21, 2023

Grand Ballroom at Hanover Marriott 
1401 Route 10 East, Whippany, NJ 07981

Cocktails & Appetizers at 6:00 pm
Presentation of Debutantes 7:15 pm

Zabava 9:00 pm  
Music by Hrim and Soloway

Dinner and Zabava, inclusive of Open Bar Cocktail Hour:
$175 per person, Adults over 25

$125 per person, Students up to age 25
$60 per person, Children up to age 10

Tickets must be purchased by December 31, 2022
Zabava –$60

For further information and to purchase tickets online: 
www.plastnewarkdeb.com

 or email:  plastnewarkdebball@gmail.com  
Hotel Room Reservations:  800-228-9290 or 973-538-8811

Ask for  «PLAST room block rate».

Mika Bidiak
Luka Tymchenko

Andrea Hanchuk
Valentyn Kurylko

Sophia Holynskyj
Julian Iskalo

Anastasiya Gresko
Maksym Kulyk

So� ya Doroshenko
Brandon Kadakia

Ia Salewycz
Toma Krawec

Kira Maria Symmons
Nicholas Rakowsky

So� a Olha Stakhyra
Michael Stephan Pankiv

Having fled to Scotland, Mariia Zobenko realizing refereeing dream far from home
by Ihor N. Stelmach

Her new adopted home in Scotland has 
given Mariia Zobenko much more than 
some breathing space. The 19-year-old law 
student fled her home in Dnipro, Ukraine, 
in June, leaving behind her family and 
friends. She also thought she left behind 
her dream of someday becoming a full-
time soccer referee after a devastating, full-
scale war launched by Russia has 
destroyed much of her homeland.

Scotland was selected as a secure sanc-
tuary for the young woman, and there was 
a sense of predestination regarding where 
she ended up when arriving in Edinburgh 
on June 10. While the school’s students 
were away, Zobenko was given temporary 
living quarters on the campus of Feriot-
Watt University in Edinburgh. She did not 
realize that next door, at Oriam National 
Sports Performance Center, some of 
Scotland’s referees were training together 
on a weekly basis.

Her first days in Scotland were misera-
ble. She found it difficult to be without her 
family and she felt home sick. She had 
issues adjusting to the language, struggled 
with a new culture and was constantly con-
cerned and stressed about her family back 
home in Ukraine.

Zobenko had begun refereeing boys’ 
soccer matches at age 15 and wanted to 
pursue her dream of making it her career. 
She somehow located an email address for 
the Scottish Football Association (SFA) and 
fired off a message. She was surprised to 
get a reply from Tommy Murphy, the SFA’s 
deputy head of refereeing. Murphy con-
nected her with locals in Edinburgh and 
discussed possible options that Zobenko 
could pursue.

Her first evening of training felt like a 
student’s first day of school – she felt jit-
ters, uncertainty and doubt, but she tem-
pered it with the realization that she was 
not the only woman there. She ended up 
training with the same women who came 
out to watch and cheer her on when she 
worked her first match in Scotland, a wom-
en’s friendly game between Kilmarnock 
and Livingston. Her first game as a referee 
in Scotland was an extremely emotional 
moment.

Since then, she has worked games as an 
assistant referee in the Scottish Women’s 
Premier League, running the line in a 
match between Hibs and Motherwell. She’s 
gotten the assignments, but the adjust-
ments have been challenging.

The challenges included relocating to a 
new home in a foreign country and getting 
acclimated to a new culture. What’s more, 
she has had to do all of this without her 
family and friends back home.

Being an only child, Zobenko lived in an 
apartment with her mother and father. Her 
grandparents, aunt and uncle lived on the 
same block. Her departure from war-torn 
Ukraine happened quickly. She went 
through the formal application process to 
enter Scotland and somehow was granted 
a visa in four days. Her parents supported 
her desire to leave and even suggested 
Scotland as a possible destination, surmis-
ing she could always return home if it 
didn’t work out.

When she first arrived in Edinburgh, her 
parents called her every hour just to find 
out if she was safe. These days, the calls are 
far less frequent and the conversations are 
quick.

Conversations with friends have been 
another challenge for Zobenko, as the dia-

lect in Scotland is a bit different. She jokes 
that Scottish English is very different from 
‘normal’ English. She reads a lot in English 
and even reads her law textbooks in 
English to try and get a firm grasp on her 
new language. She still struggles to find the 
right words in English, both on the pitch 
when refereeing, and when writing up her 
post-game reports.

Her goal remains to someday become a 
professional football referee. She is 

extremely grateful to have had the chance to 
come to Scotland and grow her knowledge 
of the sport. She knows the experience will 
fortify her as a person down the road.

Zobenko had hopes of having her par-
ents visit her in Scotland to watch her ref-
eree a game. But since the visa program 
closed, they would need to apply for a tour-
ist visa. She is still hopeful.

Her long-term aspirations have not 
changed, although she does not know what 
the future has in store for her. She does not 
know if she will realize her goals in 
Scotland or perhaps back home in Ukraine. 
She longs to work in the Champions 
League, the women’s Champions League, 
and she hopes someday to referee profes-
sional men’s games.

Her role model is Ukrainian female ref-
eree Kateryna Monzul who has been select-
ed to officiate the Women’s World Cup, a 
UEFA Nations League match and the 
Women’s Euro Final in 2022. Zobenko 
hopes to inspire other Ukrainian girls to 
pursue a career in refereeing.

She is still surrounded by the uncertain-
ty of the war in Ukraine, not knowing what 
the world will be like in the future. Her ref-
ereeing career may continue in Scotland or 
back home in Ukraine. If she can obtain 
employment and afford rent for an apart-
ment, she may remain in Scotland. 
However, she has still not gotten used to 
living by herself without her parents, 
whom she misses very much.

(The above article was written based on 
reporting by Scotland’s The Herald, The 
Times of London and the Scottish Football 
Association.)

Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.

Mariia Zobenko, a soccer referee from 
Ukraine, has honed her skills on soccer 
fields in Scotland with the help of the 

Scottish Football Association.

Facebook.com/refereeabroad
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Through Art exhibit, “Children of War,” art for post-trauma
February 12, 2023 recovery of children in Ukraine, Ukrainian Institute of 
Chicago Modern Art, www.uima-chicago.org

Through Art exhibit, “Resist!: A Visual History of Protest,” 
February 12, 2023  curated by Margot McMahon, Ukrainian Institute of 
Chicago Modern Art, www.uima-chicago.org

December 31 Charitable New Year’s Eve concert with Natalka Karpa, 
Jenkintown, PA Ukrainian Educational and Cultural Center, www.ueccphila.org

January 8 Book presentation, “The Death of a Soldier Told by His
New York Sister” by Olesya Khrmeychuk, Ukrainian Institute of
 merica, 212-288-8660 or www.ukrainianinstitute.org

January 12-19 Ukraine National University Hockey Team plays in the
Canton, NY Winter World University Games in New York State, 
 Ross House, www.lakeplacid2023.com

January 19 Fireside Chat with Ambassador Marie Yovanovich, with
Cambirdge, MA book signing of her memoir, “Lessons From the Edge,”
 Harvard University, www.huri.harvard.edu

January 22 Theophany Eve dinner and concert, Ukrainian National
Jenkintown, PA Women’s League of America, Ukrainian Educational 
 and Cultural Center, 215-663-1166

January 21 Plast Newark Debutante Ball, Plast Ukrainian Scouting
Whippany, NJ Organization, Hanover Marriott, www.plastnewarkdeb.com

February 4 Ukrainian American Cotillion Ball “Chervona Kalyna,”
Pearl River, NY Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization, Hilton Pearl River, 
 www.kalynadeb.org

February 9-10 Conference, Temerty Contemporary Ukraine Program, 
Cambridge, MA Harvard University, www.huri.harvard.edu

February 18 58th annual Debutante Ball, Ukrainian American Youth
Parsippany, NJ Association, Sheraton Parsippany Hotel, 
 https://cym.org/us/deb-tickets/

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events 
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions 
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors 
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.

perkartisanco� ee.com

Coffee4Ukraine

beat Anthony Joshua on points 11 months 
after dethroning the Briton with another 
victory by decision. Fury stopped Derek 
Chisora in an all-British clash earlier in 
December to retain his World Boxing 
Council (WBC) crown.

The two unbeaten fighters were expect-
ed to duke it out in the first quarter of 2023 
prior to Usyk’s being told to defend his 
WBA belt against Dubois. Usyk had recently 
been ordered to defend his IBF title against 
mandatory challenger Filip Hrgovic of 
Croatia.

Since Fury and Dubois are both promot-
ed by Frank Warren, it is likely that a deal 
can be worked out for the WBA-ordered 
bout to be delayed. It is not clear how 
Hrgovic will factor into the heavyweight 
picture in the next several months.

Andy Murray receives award for 
Ukraine relief effort

Andy Murray was named the 2022 
Arthur Ashe Humanitarian Award winner 
in recognition of his generous support for 
humanitarian efforts in Ukraine. The for-
mer World No. 1 donated more than 
$630,000 to the cause. It was the second 
time he has earned the honor.

In March, the three-time Grand Slam 
champion Briton promised to donate all of 
his prize money won in tournaments this 
year toward assistance for Ukrainian chil-
dren affected by the war with Russia.

“Houses were bombed and families 
were displaced,” Murray said in an official 
press release after hearing of his award. 
“Young children were affected by this with 
many injured and in some cases dying. I 
wasn’t sure what I could do to help.”

“I decided that from Indian Wells 
onward I would donate my prize money for 
the rest of the season to UNICEF’s humani-
tarian response – the final total was just 
over $630,000. It seemed like something 
that would give me extra motivation this 
year. I thought I could also raise awareness 
and hopefully get others involved in help-
ing, too,” he said.

Murray’s total was just short of a 
$700,000 joint donation made by the 
Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP), 
Women’s Tennis Association (WTA), 
International Tennis Federation (ITF) and 

the four Grand Slams earlier this year. 
Former world No. 1 Roger Federer also 
donated $500,000.

“There are 7.5 million children in 
Ukraine and, after more than nine months 
of increased conflict, 5.2 million of them are 
in need of assistance,” Murray said.

“When you see images of children on the 
news who were impacted … that makes it 
even more difficult to stomach. I have four 
young children who are fortunate every-
thing is fine with them. But being a parent, 
it affects you differently,” Murray said.

Tatyana Fannouch, a UNICEF Program 
Specialist from Kropyvnytskyi, Ukraine, 
said that Murray’s donation would provide 
medical supplies and services to children, 
including those who fled their homes for 
safety.

“We’ve reached vulnerable families in 
hard-to-reach areas with life-saving sup-
plies and protection services. For all this 
support that you [Murray] provided for the 
children of Ukraine, thank you,” Fannouch 
said.

Murray became a UNICEF UK Ambassa-
dor in 2014 and later that year he received 
the Arthur Ashe Humanitarian Award for 
the first time.

Kalinina captures first WTA 125 title

No. 5 seed Anhelina Kalinina edged out 
Denmark’s Clara Tallson 6-3, 5-7, 6-4 to 
win the Open de Limoges final in Angers, 
France, on December 17. This was the 
25-year-old’s first WTA 125 tournament 
victory and the biggest trophy of her career 
to date. She did not drop a set en route to 
the final, taking out the No. 1 seed from 
China, Zhang Shuai, 6-3, 6-1 in the quarter-
finals, and then beating Russian Anna 
Blinkova 7-5, 6-4 in the semifinal.

The win ends the season on a high note 
for Kalinina, who had to withdraw from the 
U.S. Open and several other tournaments 
due to a stomach virus.

Her prior best title was the 2021 
Contrexeville ITF W100; she has one tour-
level final on her resume, which came at 
Budapest 2021. In 2022, she reached her 
first three quarterfinals at the WTA 500 
level or above in Charleston, Madrid and 
Eastbourne. She played a full WTA calendar, 
testing herself against some of the top play-
ers in the world.

Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.

(Continued from page 25)

Zelenskyy opposes...

Belarusian athletes. Then there was the per-
sonal case of Ukrainian Anhelina Kalinina.

The 25-year-old Kalinina experienced the 
most productive season of her entire young 
career. She hit a career-high ranking of No. 
34 earlier in 2022 and has earned some 
$900,000 on the tour this year. She has 
shown that she is capable of beating notable 
players, such as Gabrine Muguruza and 
Maria Sakkari, in recent months. But since 
Russia’s February invasion of Ukraine, she 
has struggled with concentration and focus.

In a December 11 interview with Tennis 
World, she talked about what she’s been 
going through since the outbreak of the 
conflict in Ukraine.

“The war affects so much of my life and 
my loved ones. It goes beyond sports; it’s so 
much more. Not even words can explain it,” 
she said.

“I just know that I’m trying to do what I 
can for myself and for them right now. I 
obviously tried to look for positive aspects 
on the tennis court, but it wasn’t easy. I try 
to relax more, to hear from my family more 
often, to spend as much time with them as 
possible.

“In September, I returned to Ukraine 
after almost seven months of absence. It 
took me almost a day to get to Kyiv. 
Emotionally it was very difficult. Coming 
home to my parents, brother and grandpar-
ents for seven days in September was my 
highlight,” she said.

“It was the best seven days of the year. 
Everyone was at home; my mother-in-law 
and brother-in-law were there, as well as 

all the dogs and cats we have. It was the 
most enjoyable moment I’ve had this sea-
son. I couldn’t tear myself away from them 
for a moment,” Kalinina said.

IBA lifts Boxing Federation of 
Ukraine suspension

The International Boxing Association 
(IBA) lifted its suspension of the Boxing 
Federation of Ukraine (FBU) and recognized 
Kyrylo Shevchenko as its new president on 
December 11. Shevchenko beat current IBA 
Vice President Volodymyr Prodyvus in a 
recent election at the FBU Congress. A battle 
for the leadership of the FBU between two 
separate Boards of Directors has been won 
by Shevchenko’s slate.

The IBA suspended the FBU in Septem-
ber after it alleged government interfer-
ence. In lifting the suspension, the IBA 
approved the minutes of the FBU’s 
Congress and ratified that all of their con-
stitutional requirements were followed.

IBA Secretary General George Yerolim-
pos denied that recognizing Prodyvus’ rival 
was an attempt to push him out of the IBA. 
Prodyvus has been labeled a traitor to 
Ukraine for working with Russian Umar 
Kremlev, who is president of the IBA. 
Prodyvus held the FBU presidency since 
2008.

The IBA’s decision to suspend the FBU 
was very contentious since it is led by a 
Russian and Russia started an unprovoked 
war with Ukraine. The suspension evoked 
anger from the federations of other coun-
tries, including the Irish Boxing Association, 
which called the suspension “illegal.”

Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.

(Continued from page 25)
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Оголошення    Advertisement
Dear readers, the Soluk family is asking for help in � nding copies
of several Ukrainian � lms «Black Sea People (16mm) and «Ukrainian
Christmas» (16mm). At one time, Bohdan Soluk loaned these � lm
projects for viewing, but unfortunately they were not returned a� er
his death in 1994. If you have any information about these � lms,
рlеаsе let us know.  email at: GeorgeS@SolukMediaArchive.com
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